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On the bandwagon

LOCAL NEWS

On top.

Jose's homer lifts
Cardinals past Cubs

4,
- •,

rig hand

Racer golfers lead
tournament after

—Page 8

A

Bank honored with
ward for helping arts
— Page 4
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Governor speaks;
Walt Apperson
'Citizen of Year'

MURRAY. KY

TUESDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF

By MARK COOPER
Murray Lodger & Times Asst. Editor

A "tireless promoter of Murray and Call
son was named the Murray-Calloway Coun oway County," Walter Apperty Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year Monday night.
Apperson was honored along with anoth
er tireless promoter, Gov. Wallace Wilkinson, who served as the
keynote speaker of the 64th Annual
Chamber Banquet held at the Curris Cente
r.
Apperson, publisher of the Murray Ledg
er & Times, moved to Murray
with his wife, Rainey, and family in
1973.
"If I had to do it over again I would do
two
said. "I would marry Rainey Bailey and 1 things the same," Apperson
would move to Murray. 1 am
deeply grateful for this honor."
Apperson currently serves on ten local
boards as well as the Chamber's
board of directors and is active in many
community activities. He served
as Chamber president in 1979 and 1988.
Apperson was honored after a formal
presentation of S258,000 in state
grants from Wilkinson to Calloway
County Judge/Executive George
Weaks to be used toward the communit
y center named in his honor.
Wilkinson jokingly said his visit here
was intended to pick up an honorary degree from the university.
Walter Apperson, above, was
Approximately S208,000 of the money
named 1990 Citizen of the
this year for the purchase of the building. was given to the center earlier
Year by the Murray-Calloway
The remainder will be used to
purchase and install an elevator.
County Chamber of Commerce
According to Wilkinson, the center "clea
during the 64th Annual
rly illustrates that we can all
help our neighbors by caring enough
Chamber Banquet Monday
to provide the needed social services
" housed in one convenient center.
night at the Curris Center.
"Naturally. I appreciate the contributions,"
Pictured above, from left, are
Weaks said. "It's a real nice
building, something any community
out-going chamber pr.r.int
would be proud to have."
Addit
ional funding for Murray State Unive
Sam Parker, Apperson, and
rsity's special events center,
however, is not forthcoming until the
1989 Citizen of the Year Dr.
next General Assembly, according
to Wilkinson, who said he has a plan to
James Booth. who presented
entice an additional S6-8 million
from the legislature. •
the award. Below, Gov. Wal"Ten million is in the budget for the arena
lace Wilkinson served as the
but it isn't enough," Wilkinson said. "Lets spend that $10 million
keynote speaker for the event
on phase one and enough on phase
two so that we get phase two half done.
and praised the iounty's lead..(an
roof on it. We don't have die $16 or S18 d) so they'll have to put the
ers for strong "community
million yet but let me tell you
this: we will leave it in such a condition
spirit."
that thdre will be absolutely no
choice about it. Before we can get the
$10
will meet again and approve the other million spent, the legislature
(Staff photos by Mark
S6-8 million."
Cooper)
(Cont'd on page 2)

WORLD
DAMASCUS, Syria — Secretary of State James A. Baker III
began talks with Syrian President Hafez Assad today without
any clear indication whether his
Mideast peace mission will succeed or fail — but with a side
trip to the Soviet Union added
to his agenda.

STATE
HENDERSON — FBI agents
and archaeologists are investigating the looting of about 20
3.000-year-old graves in an isolated wdoded area in western
Kentucky.

SPORTS
Brett Hull and
Blues are having
Minnesota, and
goalie Jon Casey
why.

the St. Louis
trouble against
North Stars'
is a big reason

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON — The poorest
U.S. families pay 81 percent
more of their average S12,700
earnings in state and local taxes
th an:, do Americans maki
ng
S875.200 a year, a private
research group said. Middleincome families, with earnings
that average S39,100, must turn
over a one-third bigger share of
their incomes to state, city and
county governments than do the
wealthiest 1 percent, Citizens
for Tax Justice said Monday.

FORECAST
Becoming
40 to 45.
10 mph.
Highs 65

clear tonight. Lows
Northwest wind 5 to
Sunny Wednesday.
to 70.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
359.2, +0.4: below 321.1. -0.8
Barkley Lake
359.2, +0.4: below 325.1, -1.1

At least 74 dead, 830 hurt in Costa Rica

SAN JOSE, Costa Rica (AP) - Rescuers rushed today to
aid scores of people feared trapped under rubble after a major
earthquake hit Costa Rica and western Panama. Authorities
said at least 74 people were killed, 830 injured and thousands
left homeless.
Monday's quake. which registered 7.4 on the Richter scale
was felt throughout Costa Rica and parts of neighborin .
g
Panama.
The worst damage was in Puerto Limon. Costa Rica's main
Caribbean port city with 130,000 people, where the three
story International Hotel. the Customs House, an office build
ing, and dozens of houses collapsed.
Most of Puerto Limon's residents kandered in the streets
all night, afraid to return to their houses amid continuing
aftershocks, officials said.
More than 300 aftershocks were felt. said Milton Chave
rri
of the National Emergency Commission.
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Subscribers who have not
recei%ed their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.
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"This place looks like one of these Hollywoo
d apocalyptic
movies. It feh like the world was coming to
an end as everything moved and heaved," Rigoberto Perez
, a resident of
Puerto Limon. said by telephone.
At a government-owned refinery on the outsk
port. a gasoline tank exploded, sending up a huge irts of the
fireball, and
an electrical short-circuit set a factory ablaze,
the fire department said.
When the quake hit, the sea receded 100 feet
and residents
of Puerto Limon fled for higher ground. feari
ng a tidal wave.
The capital, San Jose, 75 miles to the east, suffe
red extensive plamage and throughout the countrysid
e bridges were
destroyed, rads blocked by landslides and
power lines severed. Among roads cut by the quake was the
one linking San
Jose with Puerto Limon.
Earthquakes are frequent in Central America.
but Costa
Rica rarely has such serious tremors. In
1976, more than

Ammonia leak causes
threat of evacuation

By MARY LAYTON

Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

INDEX

50-CENTS

Several Murray businesses
downwind of an ammonia leak
were notified this morning that
they might need to evacuate.
At about 8 a.m. the Murray Fire
Department notified individuals
and business owners that anhydrous ammonia was traveling downwind to them. The leak occurred at
approximately 7:45 a.m. at Southern States Co-Operative Bulk Fertilizer on East Sycamore Street.
Individuals inhabiting homes and
businesses from East Sycamore
north toward Main Street tor one
mile were on the alert to evacuate
if the ammonia became too toxic.
Jackie Jones, owner of Jones
Iron & Metal Company, said that
he and his employees suffered from
minor burning sensations of the
nose, throat and eyes.
Although they did not evacute
the premises, the employees did
move inside the main office
because the ammonia had gotten
too toxic outside.
Although no one was injured at
Southern States due to the leak, at
least two firemen from the Murray

---s•realloIRMPwalr•

-

Fire Department suffered irritation
caused by the ammonia, according
to Fire Chief)ames Hornbuckle.
The leak ecurred when Steve
Tidwell, an employee at Southern
States, was loading the anhydrous
wagons. He said that the hose
simply blew up, forming a gas
clou(1.
The Murray Fire Department
responded to the scene by putting a
fog water pattern on the leak so
that firefighters and an employee of
Southern States could get to a
valve on the 30,000-gallon tank to
shut it down.
The Calloway County Fire &
Rescue Squad and DES were called
on for assistance.
Rodney Spradlin, associate manager at Southern States, said that
there Was minimal loss of anhydrous ammonia — about 5 percent —
and that there was no damage to
the facility.
The ammonia quickly evaporated
in the wind. Spradlin said. He said
that the people downwind merely
experienced discomfort due to the
leak — no more discomfort than a
farmer occasionally would have
when using the ammonia

n quake

20,000 people were killed in a Guat
emala quake, and 5.000
people were killed in Nicaragua in
1972.
Costa Rican planes and helicopters
began ferrying in medicines, electrical equipment, food,
water and rescue equipment
at daybreak today.
A 15-member British rescue team
today to help find people who trapped rushed from London
in the rubble. Members
of the International Rescue Corp
s planned to use ultra sensitive listening devices, thermalimaging cameras and
fiber-optic probes to find survivors,
said Chris Port.
Capt. Eduardo Sanchez of the Red Cross
said by telephone
from Puerto Limon that the death toll was
rising hourly as
reports came in.
"At this moment we have reports of about
50
hurt in the strip that runs from (Puerto) Limo dead and 500
n to Sixaola, on
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Gov. Wallace Wilkinson presented Calloway
$258,000 for the Weaks Community Center County Judge/Executive George Weaks two grants totalling
during the 64th Annual Murray-Callowa
y County Chamber of
Commerce Banquet. A portion of the money
was used to purchase the building and
used for the purchase of an elevator at the
the remainder will be
Dick, who was presented the gavel from center. Pictured at right is incoming chamber president Joe
out-going leader Sam Parker during the
banquet.
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THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

TUESDAY, APRIL 23, 1991

U.S. deploys battle group as warning to Saddam
By JOHN DANISZEWSKI
Associated Press Writer

SILOPI, Turkey — The United States has sent a naval battle group to
the Mediterranean Sea off Turkey as a warning to Saddam Hussein not to
interfere with U.S. troops building camps for Kurdish refugees in northern
Iraq, the Navy said today.
Iraqi forces remained in the northern Iraqi city of Zakho, defying U.S.
orders that they move away from the area where protected camps for
Kurdish refugees are being built.
Navy officers in Saudi Arabia said the aircraft carrier Theodore
Roosevelt and the guided missile cruiser Richmond K. Turner, which
were part of Operation Desert Storm, had moved from the Red Sea to
bolster ships of the 6th Fleet off the coast of Turkey, close to northern
Iraq.
The presence of Saddam's troops in northern Iraq could discourage
Kurdish refugees from coming down from remote camps on the mountainous border with Turkey, where the State Department says about 510 refugees are dying daily.
As part of a stepped-up U.S. relief effort, American troops were arriving with more aid at the worst-off border refugee camps, at Cukurca
and
Uzumlu.
The Office of the U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees said today
that a U.N. team would go to Iraq to launch an aid effort for any refugees

returning from Turkey and Iran. The 10 to 15 relief experts
would be the
first such group to go to Iraq under terms of an aid agreeme
nt signed by
the United Nations and Iraq last week.
An estimated 850,000 Kurds from northern Iraq fled Saddam
's forces
to mountains along the Turkish border after a failed rebellio
n following
the Persian Gulf War, and Turkey and the United States hope
to persuade
them to move to camps being set up under allied protection in
northern
Iraq.
An additional 1.5 million Kurds sought refuge in the mountains
along
the Iran-Iraq border. Shiite Muslims, who rebelled in souther
n Iraq, also
fled into Iran, and Iran's official Islamic Republic News
Agency said
today that newly arrived refugees report that Shiite rebels
continue to
clash nightly with Saddam's troops in southern cities.
On Monday, an advance party of British Royal Marines arrived
in
northern Iraq to set up a headquarters for the relief operati
on, joining at
least 2,000 U.S. troops setting up a refugee camp outside Zakho.
A
French contingent has also arrived.
But Belgian paratroopers have been stranded for two days in northwestern Iran because of a paperwork problem, officials said today. The
38
soldiers, part of a joint Belgian-European Community effort, have been
stuck in Urumieh, Iran, because Iranian authorities said they did not have
the right documents.
A Spanish newspaper, El Pais, reported today that Spain had decided
to
send 400 paratroopers and 200 army engineers and medical personnel
to

help the aid effort in northern Iraq. They will leave within a week,
it said.
Reporters who visited the camp outside Zakho, which is 12 miles
south
of the Turkish border, said about 200 tents had been erected since Sunday
and 400 more were being put up.
They said hundreds of Iraqi policemen carrying automatic weapon
s
were in the area. The Iraqi presence kept residents from talking openly
to
the reporters.
"Iraqi soldiers with 6K-47s are all over the city and on
the
the way to the (Turkish) border," said staff Sgt. Lee Tibbetts roads on
, a spokesman for the 24th Marine Expeditionary Unit, which is
in charge of camp
security.
He said the Iraqis were dressed as police or border guards,
but he considered them to be soldiers.
Fred Cuncy. a U.S. State Department consultant helping
to establish the
camps in northern Iraq, said talks were under way between
U.S. and Iraqi
military officials about the police.
"They are testing us," said Cuney, adding: "They'll be out
of there
pretty soon."
On Saturday. Lt. Gen. John M. Shalikashvili, the U.S. commander
of
the relief effort. told the Iraqis to pull back their troops 18
miles south of
the Turkish border.
Lt. Cmdr. John Hopkins, a military spokesman, said the Iraqis
had not
interfered with the construction teams.

Chamber names Walt Apperson.
(Coned from page 11
Wilkinson praised MSU President Dr. Ronald Kurth for his diligence in recruiting additional state
funding for the center.
"He's a crusty old admiral but
crusty old admirals get things
done." Wilkinson said. "I know
you've been (to my office in
Frankfort) at least eight times (in
eignt months.)"
Wilkinson also praised Calloway

County leadership as well, recognizing a strong community spirit as
the backbone of Murray's economic good health.
"There is a direct correlation
between those communities that do
well economically and the local
effort put forth," Wilkinson said.
"There is not a community that has
made more effort in economic
development than this community.
"This community is strong

By The Associated Press

and we try hard to give them the very Pest
insurance protection and service we can
provide - the kind they expect and deserve If
you'd like to be one of our v I P 's give us a
call
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improve. Local industry can
respond to the labor surplus."
MSU's Martha Layne Collins
Industry and Technology Building
should sprout additional business in
Calloway County. Dick said. He
also praised the efforts for a new
sports arena.
Recipients of the chamber's
Ambassador .Awards honored at the
banquet included Peggy Billington.
Bob and Liz McLean. Pam Dawes.

NEWS OF THE WORLD

Our Customers Are Very important People

Dan McNutt, 4AI
-,efore.e,rarg

because your famil\'s
c. are strong,"
he said. "Your leadership is
strong."
The governor pointed to the low
unemployment rate of 4.2 percent
for the county, which is essentially
fully employed, he said.
"We want to pursue our
strengths and try to build on them,"
said president-elect Joe Dick. "We
plan every effort to make sure our
current success continues to

•

of those polled said they were worse off
than before free elections and 23 percent
said their economic situation was the
same In Poland, 41 percent said they
were worse off. 44 percent were the
same and 12 percent were better of The
figures in Czechoslovakia were 58 percent. 35 percent and 6 percent, respectively A majority in each country felt freemarket initiatives undertaken by their
governments were not moving fast
enough and most expressed fear they
would ultimately tail But over 80 percent
in each country favored either a freemarket or a mixed economy as opposed
to a return to socialism The poll was
sponsored by Freedom House, a New
York-based pro democracy group. and
the American Jewish Committee The
nearly 3 600 interviews were conducted
by the U S firm of Penn Shben Associates. Inc in conjunction with independent polling organizations in each of the
three countries surveyed The margin of
error for any given country was plus or
minus 2 8 percentage points The poll
confirms inc C tficulties the three countries are na. g ir. ma.ing the transition
to democr' •cile• and a market
economy

MOSCOW — Tens of thousands of work
ers wi Minsk, the Byelorussian capital
walked oft the job today to protest the
republic's failure to address their
demands for wage increases and Mikhail
S Gorbachev's resignation The walkout
— the city's second in two weeks — was
the latest in a series of strikes across the
nation that threaten to bring an already
crippled economy to its knees and have
seriously eroded the Soviet president's
stature Prime Minister Valentin Pavlov
warned in Moscow on Monday that
industrial production will plummet if debilitating strikes continue state contracts
are not met and the government fails to
adopt an economic plan Coal miners
returned !c work at three
mines in the (uznetsks Coal Basin after
examining a protocol drafted by leaders
of the Russian Federation to transfer the
mines to ire republic s jurisdiction Tass
said

EASTERN EUROPE

WASHINGTON — More than 85 percent
of Czechs Poles and H„ngartans believe
they are worse off economically than
they were before the tansition to demo
cratic rue according to a poll released
today The poll nonetneless showed that
no more than 4 percent in any of the
three countries favored a return to a
socialist economy The remainder. for the
most part, expressed a preference top
either a free-market or mixed economy
In Czechoslovakia, 70 percent expected
improvements over the next five years
despite current hardships The figure in
Poland was 59 percent, whole in Hungary
0 was 49 percent In Hungary, 72 percent

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

ECUADOR
QUITO — The cholera epidemic that
spread north from Peru has killed at least
85 Ecuadbreans, an increase of nearly
50 percent in the past week, the cotintry S health minister says The death toll
in Colombia meanwhile, rose- to three
No new figures were available in Peru,
where cholera has killed more than 1 140
people since the epidemic broke out in
late January Health Minister Plutarco
Naranjo said Monday that 3 484 Ecuado
reans have been hospitalized for cholera.
but that the number ot new cases has
been falling News reports and the coun
try's main doctors association say chc!
era has killed rive than 100 Ecuadorans
and sickened at least 7 000
*Cholera is a bacteria passed on in food
or water contaminated by the feces of
victims Seafood caught in sewage -tilled
coastal waters is one of the main sources
of the disease. •health experts say

BULGARIA
Here are Monday's winning
numbers selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3: 7-:-8
'seven, one, eight)
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SOFIA — A newspaper on Monday pub
leshed the names of 32 legislators —
most members of tne anti Communist
political opposition — who it alleged were
secret police collaborators under the
ousted Communist regime Interior Minis
ter Christ° Danov resigned a few hours
after editions of the Fax daily hit the
streets An official in charge of examining
secret police tiles said the list was accurate The state news agency BTA said
Danov apparently stepped down because
he wasn unable to prevent the illegal
publication of the list He did not elabc
rate or mention any effort to penalize
Fax Lengthy political controversies tci
lowed publication of similar lists in Cze
choslovatua and former East Germany

H I ME ECONOMICS

Meet Sam Edmonson, our front-end specialist
at Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury. Sam has over 12
years experience in front-end alignment work.
Sam's experience includes work on Ford vehicles as well as all domestic and foreign cars and
trucks.
Here are Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury Sam
uses the most advanced alignment equipment in
the industry - The Hunter CIII Computerized
Alignment Machine, and the latest wheel balancing equipment. Now that Spring is here,let us help
keep your car on the road in top running condition.
Stop by or call for an appointment today.

An Unbelievable Selection Of poor Fashions
On Sale. That's Home Economic, Our Style.

CAPE CANAVERAL Ma.
(AP) — NASA canceled
today's launch of the space
shuttle Discovery because of an
electrical component failure just
hours before it was to blast off
on a "Star Wars" mission.
NASA officials said the next
launch attempt would be Sunday at the earliest.
Workers were pumping more
than a half-million gallons of
liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen fuel into the space shuttle
when a sensor for one of the
three main engines malfunctioned. The launch was called
off at 1:15 a.m. EDT after offi(Coni'd from page I)
cials failed to correct the
problem.
the Panamanian frontier." he said,
"This is a first for us. and we
adding that about 400 homes and
don't really understand why it
other buildings were reported
happened," said Boyce Mix,
destroyed.
deputy manager for NASA's
The Civil Protection Office in
Panama City said 24 people were, shuttle main engine project.
"Our understanding of the
killed in Panama and more than
problem right now it's some
330 hurt. More than 700 homes
electrical phenomena."
were destroyed, they said.
The sensor measures pressure
on a high-pressure oxydizer turbopump on the engine.
NASA quickly began draining the fuel from Discovery's
A car driven by Susan R. Sloan,
big external tank. Engineers
20, of Trigg County became airborplanned to enter the shuttle's
ne and overturned Monday as she
rear compartment late Wednestried to avoid hitting a cat,'while
day to get a closer look at the
eastbound on Ky. 272 about three
problem.
miles east of Cadiz, authorities
Mix said engineers will not
said in a published report.
know whether the sensor is at
The accident occurred at 7:40
fault, or an electrical connecwhen the vehicle dropped off
tion or computerized controller,
the shoulder and when she tried to
until they gain access to the
regain control, the car crossed to
area. The sensor and connection
the opposite side, struck an
could be replaced easily and
embankment, became airborne for
allow for a Sunday liftoff, but it
29 feet and landed on the passenger
would take a few extra days to
side.
put in a new controller, he said.
Sloan was listed in good condiMix said he was confident
tion Monday night at Trigg County'
the engine itself was fine.
Hospital. She was not wearing a
Discovery had been poised to
sea:holt. The cat was killed.
blast off at 7:05 a.m. EDT on
the first open military flight of
a shuttle. FOUS Cf the seven
astronauts were still asleep
when the launch was called off.

Quake...

I 140

Murray man hurt
after 1-car wreck

A Murray man was hospitalized
in a Memphis hospital follawing a
one-car accident in Henry County
Saturday night, according to
reports.
Jamie Rutland, 20, of Murray,
was transported by helicopter to the
Memphis Medical Center after the
car he was driving ran off the road,
travelled down an embankment and
struck a tree, pinning him in the
vehicle around 11 p.m., according
to reports.
Rescue personnel used the jaws
of life to free him from the vehicle,
reports said.
The accident occurred as Rutland
was attempting to turn off of south
Tennessee 119 and onto Tennessee
79. according to reports.
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Every Wednesday receive a second set
of prints absolutely FREE
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Second Set of Prints

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

753-3321

Center

Calloway County Public Library
will sponsor its ninth annual Spring
Potpourri, April 26, 27 and 28.
Numerous events are planned to
entertain young and old throughout
the three day event. Local painters,
craftspeople and photographers will
be on exhibit from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
each day.
Entries for the art competition
will be accepted by Murray Art
Guild members Wednesday 10 a.m.
to 6 p.m. at the Calloway County
Library.

Wednesday
is

•

I.Parker Fordaft
Lincoln-Mercury

Spring Potpoum
entries accepted
10-6 Wednesday

PHOTO COUPON

$1.00
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Count
McLe

Avoiding cat
causes wreck

from a huge variety of colors and
patterns designed to match yea homes
decor
beautifully. Whate‘cr
you
choose, you'll make a beautifiul home
fashion statement - no matter what your
style or budget' Stop in today and see
Just how affordable stylish ii ing c an be

$1.00

Shuttle launch
called off due
to bad sensor

Ray and Francis Waggoner and
Sally Hopkins.
Also honored were retiring
directors Chuck Foster, Mike Baker. Melvin Henley, Sam Parker and
Gary Flickinger. New directors
include Roy McKendree, Wilma
Bill ington, Howard Steely, Tommy
Sanders and Tommy Marshall.
Peoples Bank was also honored
with the first Betty H. Lowry
Award from the Business Council
for the Arts for "outstanding leadership and support of the arts."
Other nominees included Bank of
Murray. the Murray Ledger &
Times, Design et all. Fisher-Price,
Jones Iron and Metal. Piggly Wiggly': and Treas Lumber.

Now, for a limited time, get ON THE
SPOT REBATES on some of our finest
floor coverings' Come in and select

S2.00
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Limits proposed for
research spending

r1t$
•
.
.1 .

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
White House wants to limit the
kinds of expenses that can be
charged to the government by universities conducting federally
financed research.
The Office of Management and
Budget's proposal Monday would
rule out such expenses as those
relating to entertainment, alcoholic
beverages, housing, personal living
expenses and social club
memberships.
Administration officials have
been concerned that some colleges
and universities are billing the govTwo local students were named the countywi
ernment inappropriately for overde winners of the Personal
Economic Program's statewide essay cont
head expenses related to federal
bankers and teachers, along with essay winn est. Pictured above are
research grants.
ers, front row from left)
Chris Wooldridge, Andy Rose, Keissa
Bennett and John Williams;
OMB Director Richard- Darman
back row (from left) are Patricia Lass
Retiring Murray-Calloway County Cha
said the proposed guidelines were
iter and Peggy Shelton.
mber of Commerce board of director
night included, from left, Melvin
memb
ers
hono
red
Monday
intended "to clarify policy and
Henley, Chuck Foster, Sam Parker, who
is also retiring as chamber
president, and Mike Baker. Not pictured
stop the abuse."
is Gary Flickinger. The directors will
after serving a three-year term.
step down from the board
A recent audit at Stanford University revealed the school had
charged the government for
Keissa Bennett of Murray
expenses related to a $1,200 antiKentucky PEP bankers provide
Midd
le School and Andy Rose
que commode, a $10,000 set of
info
rmation and service, reaching
from Calloway County Middle
thou
donated silverware and a Scho
ol are the "Countywide" win- commsands of students across the
university-owned shopping center. ners
onwealth on a personal level,
of the Personal Economi,: over
the past three years.
Program's (PEP) statewide essay
if you are interested in lear
contest.
ning
more about PEP, contact a
PEP, sponsored by the Young
local
banker or the Kentucky
Bankers Division of the Kentucky.
Bankers
Assoc
iation.
Bankers Association, is a volunteer
effort of bankers working with
WASHINGTON (AP) — GOP teachers
to educate young people
sources say Attorney General Dick abou
t banks, banking services and
Thornburgh has met with two lead- pers
onal financial management
ing Republican senators about the skill
s.
possibility of seeking the PennsylEighth grade students throughout
vania Senate seat left vacant by the Kent
Murphy's Body Shop was
ucky were asked to write an
death of Sen. John Heinz.
damaged by a fire that originated in
essay on "How Banking Benefits
The attorney general, who has My Comm
the paint room of the shop, Monunity." To support'this
avoided public comment about effor
day at 8:30 p.m.
t. the Bank of Murray and
whether he has any plans to seek Peop
One employee, Kenneth Branle's Bank awarded each winthe seat, met last week with Senate ner
don, was treated at Murraywith a savings bond.
Minority Leader Robert Dole, R Calloway County Hospital for a
The local students will now enter
Kansas, and Sen. Phil Gramm, R- the
burned hand and released, reports
state competition against other
Texas, cha;man of the National county
said.
winners. The state winner
Republican Senatorial Committee, will
The structure located at 204 E.
be awarded a computer.
sources said Monday night.
Sycamore St., is still in pretty good
Kentucky PEP bankers recognize
Wendy Burnley, a spokeswoman that
shape firefighters. said in a pubfor the committee, declined to tomoyoung people are the leaders of
Recipients of the Ambassador Award presente
lished report. The fire was conrrow. PEP bankers are making
d at the annual banquet Monday night by Murr
comment on the meeting, except to an
County Chamber of Commerce Executise Dire
ay-Ca
tained inside the metal building.
effort to make a difference in
ctor Steve Zea, far left, were Peggy Billingtonlloway
confirm that Thornburgh and the
McLean. Pam Dawes, Sally Hopkins and Fran
,
Bob
field of education by providing
cis and Ray Waggoner. Not pictured is Liz
Gramm had discussed "the issue of
McLean.
such opportunities as the essay
politics in Pennsylvania."
contest.
GARLANDS
PROFESSIONAL ••—
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Ken- the study said,
PAINTING
"but its employ- Id," the report continued. "Des
tucky received failing grades in
pite
Pho
ne 753-8823
ment growth, especially short-term low deve
—
The
state's grade in that category Report Card
lopment finance activity,
economic performance and deve- job grow
honor roil with all
FREE EST/MATES
was "C."
th, is on the upswing." the state is work
"A" and "B" index grades.
ing hard at goverlopment capacity, but earned pass•Dve, 15 I'S E aPerle^ca.36.
The state also received an "F" nance,
• ^',3, & Exteno•
Louisiana, Montana and West
workforce and technology
ing marks in business vitality and
Five
in development capacity.
stat
es
—
Connecticut, Virginia trailed the field
development, and it's made great
state policy, according to a national
with "D''
Maryland, Minnesota, New Jersey
In explaining that grade, the strides
in international marketing."
survey released today.
and Pennsylvania — made the or "F" grades in each of the four
study said "Kentucky's chief cause
indexes..
The Development Report Card. for concern
is its development
published each year by the
potential — particularly its defiWashington, D.C.-based Corpora- cient
work
tion for Enterprise Development, technolo force skills and meager
gy capacity."
assesses the economy of each state.
In awarding a "C" for business
The report card uses more than
vitality, the survey said Kentucky
150 economic and policy measures "claims
a poor business failure
gathered into four graded (A to F) rate
and a low number of fast
subject indexes: economic perforgrowing companies. Nonetheless.
mance, business vitality, developKentucky benefits from a modment capacity and state policy.
erately healthy traded sector —
The state received an "F" in
those firms that export goods and
economic performance.
services outside the state — and a
"Kentucky's dismal unemploygood rate of new firm foundation."
ment, wide economic disparity, and
On state policy, "Kentucky's
poor job quality picture persists,''
development policy effort is sol-

Bennett, Rose named winners
in PEP's statewide essay contest

Honored Ambassadors

Thornburgh may
consider position

Local body shop
damaged by fire

Kentucky gets failing grades on

Development Report Card

DR
. GOTT
by Peter Gott
, M.D.

DEAR DR GOTT My question is
DEAR READER ''our ophthalabout antibiotic therapy for persons
mologist probably won't operate now
with artificial points prior to'and after
because your eye is not ready Corn
eteeth cleaning procedures I've had a
al dystrophy. a progressive deterioraknee replacement and my doctor has tion of the front of the
eye. gradually
me follow antibiotic therapy prior
to affects vision Once your acuity has
and following dental procedur
diminished to the point where you are
es
Why"
handicapped. you'll be a candidate for
DEAR READER Artificial joints a corneal transplant As long
as your
and other prostheses can become invision is reasonably good - adequate
fected because, unlike living tissue. for reading. for example
— the doctor
they have no active mechanisms to will hesitate to operate
combat microbes
The reason is that any operation, no
During dental cleaning (and procematter how straightforward and safe.
dures such as sigmoidoscopy and cys- can go wrong If you were
to have the
toscopyi. bacteria can spill into the surgery when your visio
n was adebloodstream and be carried to a pros- quate and something went
amiss, you
thesis or other synthetic imaterial. would be blinded in one
eye -- at least
where they may attach and grow. temporarily, until you coul
d have ancausing infection that is often resis
- other cornea transplanted. On the othtant to treatthent
er hand. once your vision is severely
Therefore, doctors routinely pre- affected
by/
treat such patients with antibiotics to gical resul the dystrophy. a bad surt would be less disastrous
kill bacteria that are released during because
you couldn't see well
dental work Your doctors prescrip- an
tion is merely a way of making sure
Therefore, most ophthalmologists
your artificial knee continues to func- wait to
perform surgery until the
benefits clearly outweigh the risks
tion without becoming infected
To give you more information. I am
DEAR DR (OTT I'm a very acsending you a free copy of my Health
tive 70-yearold with corneal dystr
o- Repo
rt "An Informed Approach To
phy My ophthalmologist says
he Surg
ery - Other readers who would
doesn't want to attempt a corn
eal like a
copy should send 81 25 with
transplant on me I'm concerned that
their names and addresses to N) Box
my lifestyle will change dramatic
ally 9136
9, Cleveland. OH 44101-3369 Be
if I don't have the surgery I'd
value sure
your opinion
to mention the title
poi NI.,A,PArti H 1.,NTE141141•1.. CY.%

Mama always said,"Children,it's not nice to talk behind someon

e's back:

SoIgotThree-way Calling.Now when mysisterandI wantto
talk aboutMama,
wejust call her up and let her listen in. dit

Oaf

Auto Rental
Daily & Weekly
Rates

East Main St. 753
-4461
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BETTER
BUILT
GARAGE CO

THREE-WAY CALLING lets three people In three places
all talk at once,for 2 75 a month. It's a great way to Inclu
de everyone.
Order by May 31 and save the $15.50 connecnon charg
e.
Call 557-6400.

NEED A
GARAGE?

South Central Bell
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Free Estimates
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Letters to the editor

Award symbolizes business/arts cooperation

Gentry honored for service

When Business Council for the
Arts, a committee of the MurrayCalloway Chamber of Commerce,
decided to launch the Betty' H.
Lowry Award to honor an area business annually for its support of the
arts, the organization was determined to design an award that
would symbolize the interdependency' of the arts and business.
"We didn't want the usual
plaque or certificate," said Roy
Davis, co-chair of BCA and an
artist himself. "We felt that the
award should reflect the lamb of
creativity and inventiveness that
are integral to the arts."
With that underlying concept in
mind, Davis contacted local artist
and graphic designer Bob McLean.
and the two started brainstorming
to come up with a vision for the
award. McLean, who relocated to
Calloway County from California
nearly three years ago, discarded
several ideas before the image
began to take shape.
What emerged from N1cLean's
drawing board was a sketch of an
upright hand gracefully cradling an
"a," a lower-case. Bauhaus-style
letter formed from a single line.
After that. McLean translated the
sketch into a rough sculpture that
became the prototype for the final
design.
The next step — converting the
model into the actual award —

Dear Editor:
In honor of National Volunteer Week, April 21-27, I would
tribute to the volunteer efforts of an outstanding membe like to pay
r of your
community.
Kathy Gentry is an International Exchange Coordinator
for EF Educational Foundation for Foreign Study, a non-profit organi
zation dedicated
to furthering understanding between nations through
studen
Volunteers like Kathy make it possible for teenagers from t exchange.
23
spend a year living with a U.S. family and attending the local countries to
high school.
They also give our high school students the opport
unity to spend a year
studying abroad.
In addition to this fine individual, I would like to recogn
Murray citizens who have also made a real contribution ize the other
to international
understanding this year. Host families and high school
s which have
opened their hearts to foreign students deserve to be comme
nded, as do
many other community members who have helped these studen
ts discover
what it is like to live as an "American teenager."
Thank you, Kathy! You are a credit to your community
for helping
Murray share the American way of life and enhancing the long-t
erm benefits of international friendship.
Lars Fritz, president. EF Foundation
One Memorial Drive, Cambridge, MA 02142

Volunteers: vital part of community
Dear Editor:
As a teacher at Robertson Elementary in the Murray City Schoo
l System. I am fortunate to have access to a vast pool of volunteers.
Our volunteer coordinator, Jean Bennett, does an excellent job of match
ing volunteers with teachers' needs.
Each year I utilize several volunteers in my classroom. They
are invaluable. I teach first grade. so an extra pair of hands is
always a blessing.
The volunteers in my room have a wide range of opport
unities. They help
with Writing-To-Read and work individually on sight
words and other
skill areas. Often it involves helping children with center
s
questions .while I work with a reading group. Sometimes or answering.
volunteers get
messy helping with an art project or stuck with checki
ng papers, but they
always take it in stride. They are always there on time
and ready with a
smile. The children seem to depend on them and look
forward to their
visits.
Volunteers are a vital part of our educational system. It
establishes a
vital link between our schools and the community. They bring
in expertise
and a variety of talents. They give freely of a valuable
commodity —
their time.
I feel very lucky to live and work in a place where people
care so much'
about the education of children.
Holly Bloodworth
1st grade teacher. Murray Ind. Schools

MAIN
STREET
By Constance
Alexander

,•

the arts are to continue to enrich
our communities, we must continue their support for the arts. "Through
the award, we want to be sure to
to enrich the arts." The Betty' H.
empha
size that contributions to the
Lowry Award is named for the first
arts take many forms," said copresident of BCA, and honors
chair Roy Davis. "We believe it is
Lowry's many' years of active leadimport
ant to recognize businesses
ership in the arts.
for
the
many ways they help the
When Lowry retired from BCA
last year, the organization con- arts — with money. time, experceived the award as a fitting tribute tise, and personal involvement "
to her commitment to help businesThe first Betty H. Lowry' Award
ses and arts organizations work
was announced at the annual
together for the economic, social
Chamber of Commerce dinner last
and spiritual well-being of the
night.
For more information about
community.
Business Council for the Arts, conArts organizations nominated
tact the Murray-Calloway County:
businesses for the -award on the
Cham
ber of Commerce at
bais of the scope and spirit of
753-5171.

required the collaborative efforts of
several local artists and businesses.
The Murray State University Art
Department foundry used the ceramic shell molding process to convert N1cLean's concept into a
-bronze • cast of • a hand. Bandi's
Welding and Steel Erection fabricated the brass "a." Faye's Custom
Embroidery' and Screen Prints took
care of the printing and engraving
of the plaque that named the 1991
Betty H. Lowry award winner. Peoples Bank,
The richly' patinaed brass hand
rises from its base of cherry wood.
and the stylized "a" rests lightly on
the gently curve between thumb
and index finger. The "a" stands
for "arts.- of course, and the hand
represents the support of the arts
by business.
Business Council for the Arts
was founded in 1984 to "make the
businesses of the Jackson Purchase
area more aware of the value of the
arts to our communities and to eduHarold Doran, lefts, accepts the first-ever Lowry
Award on behalf of
cate the public to the fact that if
Peoples Bank from Roy Alexander.

Yes, in my back yard
Planning and winning the Persian Gulf War were easy' compared
to a new battle faced by the Bush
Administration: It wants to close
31 major military installations
around the country. The last time
this was tried was 1988. when the
Reagan Administration attempted
to shut or scale back 86 military
facilities. After a major battle with
Congress, only: one base. Pease Air
Force Base in Newington. N.H..
closed.
Military bases provide jobs an
economic benefits to the COMIMn'ty in which they are located. h..:
when they have outlived their usefulness, they become white elephants that drain tax dollars in
hard-pressed economic times. The
Bush Administration, which has
plans to reduce American forces
worldwide, believes the time has
never been better to close outmoded bases. Secretary of Defense
Dick Cheney, the former Wyoming
congressman who knows all too
well the value of big defense dollars coming into a member's district, set the tone for the battle
ahead when he said on March 22,
"There is a certain hypocrisy. Congress on the one hand says. 'Yes.
let's take down the defense
budget,' but on the other hand.
there isn't any specific system or
facility that they' are willing to
close.
How right he is.

Rules for teachers: 1872
Dear Editor:
The president is ready to change the schools. I thought your
readers
would enjoy these rules for teachers from the oldest Wooden
Schoolhouse
in St. Augustine, Florida. They were effective for the 1872
school year.
Rules for Teachers - 1872
1. Teachers each day will fill lamps, clean chimneys.
2. Each teacher will bring a bucket of water and a scuttle of
coal for the
day's session.
3. Make your pens carefully. You may whittle nibs to the indivi
dual
taste of the pupils.
4. Men teachers may take one evening each week for courti
ng purposes
or two evening a week if they go to church regularly.
5. After ten hours in school, the teachers may spend the remain
ing time
reading the Bible or other good books.
6. Women teachers who marry or engage in unseemly condu
ct will be
7. Every teacher should lay aside from each day pay a goodl
y sum of
his earnings for his benefit during his declining years so that
he will not
become a burden to society.
8. Any teacher who smokes, uses liquor in any form, freque
nts pool or
public halls, or gets shaved in a barber shop will give
good reason to
suspect his worth, intention, integrity and honesty.
9. The teacher who performs his labor faithfully and withou
t fault for
five years will be given an increase of twenty-five cents per
week in his
pay. providing the Board of Education approves.
Mss. Ardath Canon
Route 8. Box 1027
Murray. Kentueky 42071

Rep. Barbara Boxer (D-Calif.).
whose state will take the biggest
hit, with seven installations slated
to close, has been one of the loudest critics of defense spending.
Boxer led an informal Democractic
group. along with Rep. Marty Russo (D-III.). that urged massive
defense cuts. Said Boxer, "If we
want to do anything — feed the
kids. fight the drug war — there's
got to be a shift in priorities.''
Now that the Bush Administration. has taken a step toward shift:ng those priorities. Boxer is
lukewarm to the announcement of
proposed base closings. Boxer,
who has led a lengthy fight to
h:ock closure of the Presidio in San
Franiisco. is now faced with the
shutting of the Vallejo Naval Electronics Systems Engineering base
across the bay. Rather than welcoming this shift in priorities, she
says she wants to make sure the
closings are -"for the right reason
and not for political
considerations."
On Jan. 29, Rep. Leon Panetta
ID-Calif,i decried the lack of "real
defense reductions." He is now
faced with the closing of Ft. Ord.in
his district. Panetta is displeased by
the decision but is taking it better
than one of the House's biggest
defense critics. Rep. Pat Schroeder
Schroeder said she was "saddened" by the antiouncement that

Rep. Thomas Downey (D-N.Y.)
has been a strong critic of the
defense buildup under both Reagan
and Bush. Still, Downey led the
fight to keep production of the
F-14-fighter. which is made in his
district. "Very unseemly" was how
one unnamed leading Democrat
characterized Downey's hyperisy
in an interview With Congressional
Quarterly.
Rep. William Dickinson 1R-Ala.i
reflected the double-mindedness
that affects most members of Congress when he told a hearing last
year. "A repeat of last year's mindless parochialism would he inexcusable.- But later .in the Name
hearing. Dickinson apparently had
excused himself. orhis mind..When
he beseeched Cheney to keep his
hands off military bases in
Alabama.
Sen. Ted Kennedy ID-Mass.), a
consistent critic of defense spending, called the recommended closing of Fort Devens in, his state
"iinwise. unfair and unacceptable."
When prison .construction is
proposed. one often hears the cry
"not in my back yard." Yet every
member of Congress wants a
defense installation in his back
yard and will fight to keep it. The
'Bush Administration is going to
find it difficult to improve on the
1988 tally of one base closing out
of the 86 recommended.

CAL'S 11111
THOUGHTS
By Cal
Thomas
Lowrv Air ForCi Base in Colorado
will be closed that that she
-expects" to find something wrong
with :he decision to present to the
Base Closing Commission which
was established to rule on all such
manc- s.
Sam Nunn (D-Ga. tote!
Sc."L.
Cheney' last month. "This
1(:+'•' budget is based on a 1988
thrs...11 ... Congress will have to act
it Ink: Defense Department does not
the Department of Defense
to renta,n relevant to the prow .:1 have to begin filling
blanks.Chcne. responded by including
Moody Air Force Base in Valdosta.
Ga. on the 14t of proposed closures. Nunn then called Moody
-one of the most effective and efficient a,r bases in the country."
Funny v. th all of the "wasted" tax
dollars in the defense budget that
not a single member of Congress
felt that his or her district was any
less than critical to the
defense effori
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Today In History

Ten years ago
Paul Kiesow, outgoing president
Today is Tuesday. April 23, the 113th day of 1991. There
of Murray-Calloway County' Chamare :52 days
left in the year.
ber of Commerce and plant manager of Fisher Price. was named as
Today's Highlight in History:
"Citizen of the Year" at annual
April 23, 1564 is the generally accepted birthdate of the Englis
h poet
banquet of the chamber. Bill Barand dramatist William Shakespeare. He died on the same
date 52 years
later.
rett was guest speaker.
Talmadge (Buster) Tutt is picOn this date:
In 1348, King Edward III of England established the Order
tured with Mr. Kandu, owned, driof the
Garter.
ven and trained by him, in his last
In 1616, the Spanish poet Cervantes died in Madrid (the same day
horse show at Kentucky Charity
William Shakespeare died in Stratford-on-Avon. England).
Horse Show at West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition Center
In 1954, Hank Aaron of the Milwaukee Braves hit the first
of his
April 17 and 18. The 20-year-old
record 755 major-league home runs. in a game against the
Si Louis Carregist
ered Shetland Stallion was
dinals (The Braves won the game, 7-5).
retired from competition and presented a purple ribbon.
In 1969, Sirhan Sirhan was sentenced to death for
the assassination of
New York Sen. Robert F. Kennedy. (The senten
Michael Shelton ,represent the
ce was later reduced to
life imprisonment.)
local dairymen at annual meeting
of Associated Milk Producers, Inc.
In 1985, the Coca-Cola Company announced it was
(AMPI) at Minneapolis. Minn.
flavor formula for Coke, the world's best-selling changing the secret
soft-drink. (Adverse
public reaction forced the company to
Twenty years ago
resume selling the onginal
version.)
An aerial view: of the new Murray' High School building on Doran
Thought for Today: "Be not afraid of greatness: some are born great,
Road taken by Wilson Woolley: is
some achieve greatness, and some have greatness thrust upon them." —
published. It is expected to be
From "Twelfth-Night," by William Shakespeare (1564-1616).
ready for use this fall with the present MHS building to become a
middle school.
Ruth E. Cole was appointed to a
four-year term on Kentucky ComWALTER L. APPERSON, Publisher
prehensive Health Planning CounTED DELANEY, General Manager
MARY ANN ORR, Advertising Manager
cil by Kentucky Governor Louie B.
DAVID STOM, Circulation Manager
Nunn.
ALICE ROUSE, Business Office Manager
Officers of Murray-Calloway
The Murray Lady., & Tans (USPS 301 7GC,
County 4-H Council are Glen Kelso, Franklin Burkeen, Mrs. James
The Murray Ledger & Times is published every allemoon
except Sundays, July 4, Christmas
Day, New Year.
Day and Thanksgiving Day by Murray Newspapers Inc.,
'
Tucke
r and Harvey Ellis.
100)
Whimel
l
Dr.
Murray, Ky 42071. Second Class Postage Paid at
Murray Ky 42071.
Births reported include a girl to
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas served by carriers $5.00
per mond% payable in advance
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Ed Cherry, April
By mail m Calloway and to Batson, Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia
and Farmington, Ky . and Paris.
Buchanan and Puryear. In.. 07.00 per yew By mail to
10, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie
other destinations S64.50 per year
To reach all departments of the newspaper, phone
Carrol
l, April 13, and a boy to Mr.
753-1916
The Murray Ledger & TilTiCa ill • member of the
Associated Press, Kentucky Press
and Mrs. Larry Jones, April 15.
Aasociation and Southern Newspaper Publishers Associa
tion.
The Associated Press Is exclusively entitled to news
originaise by The Murray Ledger &
Thirty years ago
Harry L. Lovett, aviation

ordanceman third class USN. son
of Mr. and Mrs. Pearson D. Lovett.
is serving aboard the attack aircraft
carrier USS Franklin D. Roosevelt
operation with Sixth Fleet in
Mediterranean.f
Jill Tucker and William Ross of
Calloway County were winners in
District 4-H Demonstration Rally
held at Mayfield.
Among those elected as officers
of First District Beta Club at a
meeting held at Student Union
Ballroom, Murray State College.
were Don Oliver of Murray Col-
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versity of Arkansas. Fayetteville.
Emily Bennett of Louisville
spoke about "Let's Don't Be Our
Age" a: a general meeting of Murray Woman's Club on April 19.
Special music Was by Joan Love
and Letha Lyons with Shirley Joyce Chiles as accompanist.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. James T. Kemp.
April l()i a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Siress. a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. David J. Gowans, and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bowerman. April 11.

Forty !ears ago
Capt. Reuben Dale Parker, son
of Mr.. and Mrs. Romie R. Parker
of Murray, recently graduated from
Advanced Officer Course at Infantr!. School. Fort Benning, Ga. He,
will now be stationed at the Uni-
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lee High School and Randy Patterson of Calloway County High
Si hool.
Rdcent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Edwin Elkins and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Futrell.
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Looters desecrate prehistoric grav

;t

The Calloway County Co-ed Y Club spon
sored a Peanut Butter Dri‘e
in order to help Need Line in honor of
National Peanut Butter Day.
Several jars have been donated but still
more
are still being accepted through Calloway Coun are needed. Donations
of Ruth Ann Futrell. Pictured from left to ty High School in care
right are Matt Garrison.
Trisha Mathis, Kelly Cupton and Amy
Scott.

HENDERSON, Ky.(AP) — FBI
agents and archaeologists are
investigating the looting of about
20 prehistoric graves in an isolated
wooded area in western Kentucky.
The disturbed graves, possibly
dating as far back as 3,000 B.C.
had been dug up by looters looking
for artifacts to sell on a blaLk
market. said David Pollack, an
archaeologist for the Kentucky.
Heritage Council in Frankfort.
The FBI is investigating because
the crime happened on federal land
owned by the Army Corps of Engineers. Although the case is being
investigated by the Owensboro
office. two agents from nearby
Evansville. Ind., visited the site
Monday because they believe it
might be related to a recent grave
desecration in Indiana..
"Obviously, some of the same
people may be involved," agent
Jim Beck said.

Desecrating a grave on federal
land Ls punishable by one year in_
jail and at least a S10,000 fine, said
archaeologist Don Ball, who works
for the Corps.
Numerous yellowish-white bone
fragments lay scattered across the
ground at the site near Highland
Creek in the Slough's Wildlife
Area.
Ben Hall, a freelance writer who
was visiting a nearby area, discovered the desecration in early April
along with a Fish and Wildlife
officer.
The discovery of the digging
angered the archaeologists, who
said a priceless historical record
had been destroyed.
"Wouldn't you feel anger if you

es

walked into a rare book library
and
The looters were probably looksaw that it hast_Peen- trash
ed?" ing for spear points, bone and shell
asked Cheryl Muns-on,
an ornaments and other artifacts to
archaeologist from Indiana sell
at shows frequently held in the
University.
area, the archaeologists said. They
The archaeologists used paper said
it is a constant struggle to probags to collect pieces of bone,
tect prehistoric sites, which are
and
a measuring tape and graph paper already
under constant threat from
to record the places where the loo- modern
deve
ters had dug. Pollack said some of looters who lopments and from
often believe they are
the graves appeared to have been doing nothing
wrong.
dug up in the last few weeks;
others had been disturbed much
"The attitude is changing,
earlier.
takes time," Pollack said. but it
"The
The graves appear to date to the protection of
archa
eolog
ical
sites
is
late Archaic period between 3,000 like where
the
and 1.000 B.C.. Pollack said. He movement was environmental
20 years ago.
said they could place it then Twenty years
ago people would
because of the absence of pottery shoot a bald
eagle and think
fragments and other clues.
nothing about it."

KODA asks for organ, tissue dona
tions
we hope
By MIKE EMBRY

Associated Press Writer
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LEXINGTON, Ky. - Several
Kentucky health organizations have
joined forces to get the message
out about the critical need for
organ and tissue donations.
"It is the first time in the nation
that the need to increase awareness
has been a community-based project," Liz Reed of the Kentucky
Organ Donor Affiliates. Inc. said at
a news conference Monday.
KODA is bringing together the
University of Kentucky Medical
Center: Jewish Hospital, Humana
Hospital -Audubon and •Kosair
Children's Hospital in Louisville:
the National Kidney. Foundation of
Kentucky, Kidney Foundation of
Central kentucks, American Heart
Association and Lions Eye Bank of
UK and Universitv of Louisville to
promote the need 'for organ donors.
Among newspaper ads are slogans which read: "You can't take
it with you so leave the good parts
behind — and "Sign Now. Save
Later" along with the back of dris
er's license that shows where a person can sign to make an anatomical
gift.
There are similar messages for
television and radio to get people
to tell family members of their
decision to donate organs in order
to make sure their wishes are followed after death.
"By joining everything together.

wesan really get the mescomponents:
sage to the people of Kentucky that
— Working with hospitals where
organ and tissue donation is the
most
of the potential donors are
thing to do." said Debbie Silk.
director of the UK Lions Eye Bank. found and making sure the organ
request occurs at an appropriate
KODA and the Boston -based
time
and place.
Partnership for Organ Donation.
— Educating health-care personInc., are working together to
r nel on the proper set of roles in -the
increase organ donations.
donation process.
National Tissue and Organ
— Public education to encourage
Donor Awareness Week runs
famil
ies to discuss organ donation.
inroug,h Friday.
Othe
r regioris - participating are
Last year KODA worked with
The Partnership for Organ Dona- northern and central California.
Minnesota and the Dakotas and
tion in a program that increased Wash
ington, D.C.
donations nearly 30 percent. They.
"The challenge is probably greaseek to increase donations another ter than
it's ever been and the work
25 percent in each of the next two that
The Partnership has done with
years before expanding it us
has certainly been very welnationally.
comed and we're very happy of the
The goal is to achieve a 50 per- progress
we may make over the
cent increase nationwide by the next
two-three years," said Dr.
m;J- 1990s.
Bruce Lucas, president of KODA
three -a-hd -a- transitylant surgebn at UK.

Isn't It Time
To Prepare
for

What's Down
The Road?

As we travel. we're aware of our need
to know what's going on ahead of us.
But in.life,
?ur
journey is slower, and we sometime
s forget to plan for ).that's coming up. At
Miller Funeral
'--1TOrne. We think it's important for
people to plan for their family's futu
re now.
You can
plan for the future today by arranging
estate plans and preplanning funeral semces
at
Miller Funeral Home. Preplanning is
easy, and gives your family valuable guid
elines they'll
need. Plus you'll have the security., of
knowing plans are in place if they're need
ed.
Preplanning is eas to do. and there's
no obligation to you. Prefinancing opti
ons are
au.allable for those who wish.
So look ahead, and learn more abou
t the convenience of
preplanning. Gall or stop by Miller Fune
ral Home today for more information.

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
OPEN EVERY DAY

MILLER

To Better Serve You
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N.

Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Olympic Plaza

FUNERAL HOME
•

We stand on the strength of our seRi
ce

Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380

60i.,DEN RULE

Special Tent
Sale!
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Mayes-Alexander wedding on June 1

CALENDAR

Dr. and Mrs. Jerry 'stases of Farmington announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Kimberley Kim. to Gregory L. Alexander. son of Mr. and
Mrs. Glenn Alexander of Mayfield.
Miss Mayes is the granddaughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Mayes of
Pryorsburg and /the late Mr. and
Mrs. Rex Clapp.
Mr. Alexander is the grandson of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Noble Alexander. and Mrs. Bea Sanderson
and the late Kevil Sanderson. all of
Mayfield.
The bride-elect is 3 graduate of
Mayfield High School and is presently a. student majoring in
elementary edcucation at Murray
State University.
The groom-elect is a graduate of
Mayfield High School and is a Nlay
candidate with a major in occupational health and safety for graduation at Murray State University. He
is. e.mployec.' as a safety engineer
for
Brigs and 'Stratton
Incsrporated.
d 7'osss ssi
be
Sat.Irdav. Jur.c

Tuesday, April 23
Singles Organizational Society/7
rr..N1.,rra% -Calloway Chamber of
offIce. info/Pamela.
-c3-Th
or Jeanne, 753-0224.
Nturray

Lions Club:6:30

7.77 Nl'arrax Woman's Club House.

National Scouting N1useum
;l1

Lditions for 1991 Summer
•,..1.0:1 "7'
the Park,6-4
Niuht Out M.rray
Secritaries Annual,
I sc, Wise Night Banquet 6:30
p.m.( urn'. tenter. N1urray
titt Lin\ ersity.
IA

s

ill appear free"*:30
Murray

'
• udun t tom puscrs Recital
•k.if,. Doyle
• Ce7-.Ir.
State
•

and
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m.

Alon

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

A recept:on
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i11 follow the

Humane Society will meet

Gospel singing Friday

Cc7.1c.
sniir Citizens' Golf League,,
.5.:30.
_
Golf CO'47•0.
Berea%ernent Support Grour9 3o
floor.
C
Hosr:ta,

j

/uacti% 'ties

•

acti‘ities

Humane Society of Calloway County will meet Thursd
ay, April 25, at p.m. at the Animal Shelter on East Sycamore
Street off South Fourth Stree•
Kathy Hodge and Janet Kenney, co-presidents,
urge all members and inter
ested persons to attend.

Kimberley Krill Mill/CS anti
Gregory L. Alexander to Wain/

'

Hospital
lists reports

'Sing and Rejoice 91' is the theme of the specia
l
Friday, April 26, from 7:30 to 11:30 p m at Glenda gospel singing planned
le Road Church of Christ
Jerry Bolls of Murray is the host leader. Guest
song leaders will include
Wiley Dean of Sheffield, Ala., Winston Harless
of Brentwood, Tenn., and Al
Jackson and Wayne Lewis, both of Florence, Ala.
A nursery will be availab'e
until 10 p.m. The public is invited and urged to attend
this special evening of
gospel singing,

Friendshi Club meets

T
new7yr-n ad7.-. •
rn:ssa:s and. 07.0
(

Career Seminar Thursday
Ii-

\

for Friday.

The American Humanics Department at Murray
State University will present a Career Seminar on Wednesday, April 24,
at 4 p.m. in the Mississippi
Room, Curris Center, MSU. Kay McCollum,
area executive for the Girl
Scouts of America, will be the featured speaker.
She will discuss current
trends and issues facing the Girl Scouts as well
as information on career
opportunities. The seminar will last approximatel
y one hour and is open to
all students and the public. For more information
call Roger Weis, 762-3808

.
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Newborn admissions
batvbo, ::arer- ts
'
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Par

St. John event Thursday

Dismissal
s

St. John Missionary Baptist Church will have a
Bible Study and Prayer
Session on Thursday, April 25, at 9 a m. 'Fruit of
the Spirit' is the theme o,
the current study. All interested persons are
invited to attend

7- 1." is•Bor
:a _
Ms

liapti•t Church

World Friendship Club met for its Nlarch
potluck luncheon in the
home of knissa Mahfoud. Pictured, from lefti
back row. Karla Priest.
Nicaragua: Neelam Tandon.
Espie an Ameringen and Nlatilda Cannady.
Eun Ilye Nam. Korea: middle now. Zahre
Eshgili, Iran: Crystal Carter. Germany: Anna
Szemeredy. Yugoslasia: Sunita Mangla, India: Monica %t alston. Germa
ny: Helen Karsounis. Greece: Debbie Shapla. president. Murra
y: Santosh Tandon.
India: Linda Cooper. NIurra:.‘Irs. Mahfoud,
Syria: Bella Raj. India:
front row. Jonathan Raj. India: Baby Cliffo
rd Ching and mother.
Nlui Ching, Hong Kong.' The club will hae
a potluck luncheon on
‘Nednesday. April 24. at 12:30 p.m. at the home
of Mrs. Karsounis.
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Recipe _for chocolate angel
cake features cocoa powder

(Cont.(' (in page 7)

snaring the cred:t for keep.r-.g this dessert low it fat are angel
..ake mix and evaporated skim
. k.
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Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday, April 25,
at 7:30 p.m. in the
board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is a suppor
t group for
those who have lost a child or young adult through sudde
n death or accident For more information call Carol Perlow, MSN, 762-1
425

First
event
Grout
p.m.:

Roy Wood and Ray Pawlowski, Veterans Assistance Officers for the Kentucky Division of Veterans Affairs, will be at the National Guard Army, Murray, on Wednesday, April 24, from 9 to 11 a m to assist veterans
and their
families in Calloway County in filing claims for state and federal
benefits
This is a service provided by the State of Kentucky and there is
no charge
or fee of any kind Wood and Pawlowski attended a veterans benefits training seminar at Princeton on April 12. 'The seminar was held by Vetera
ns
Affairs to provide volunteer veterans assistance officers in Western Kentucky with the latest information regarding verterans benefits,' said Sam
McClaren, division regional coordinator Any person who would like
to
become a County Veterans Assistance Officer or for more information call
McClaren at 1-885-9622
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A Pinochle Club is being vganized to play
each second and fourth Wednesday of the month at 1 p.m. at Weaks Commu
nity Center. This is for all
pinochle players and those interested in learning
how to play the card game
For more information call Doyle Willia
ms, 753-1438, or 753-0929
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Pinochle Club being organized
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Palestine revival planned

Compassionate Friends will meet

753-3321
DEL MAR REBATE Coupor.4
fart Zag •••• Ulm* C•401
0
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The Mayfield-Graves County Jaycees will sponsor
the 1991 Purchase
District Fair Beauty Pageant on Saturday, May
4, at 7 p.m. at Mayfield
Middle School, Mayfield. This will be for ages 4 to 8
or 17 to 25 For more
information contact Kym Rickman, 1-3762061 or Tommy Harrison
1-247-9572

West Kentucky Scottish Rite Club will meet Thursd
ay. April 25, at 6:30
p.m. at Bonanza on Joe Clifton Drive, Paducah.
There will be a guest
speaker. All area Scottish Rite members, their wives
and guests are invited
For more information call Ted Pace, 1-444-7529.

Southside
Shopping Ctr.
R.

The third

and final session of a three-part workshop focusing on "Atten
tion Deficit Disorder' will be Thursday. April 25, from 7 to 8.30 p.m.
in library
of Calloway County Middle School This will feature Dr. Clegg
Austin

Scottish Rite Club will meet

SPRING MEANS ... DECORATIN
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Special workshop Thursday

Palestine United Methodist Church will have a spring
revival on April 24
25 and 26 with services at 7 p.m. each evening. Speake
rs will be the Rey
W.E. Cheaney, St. John Missionary Baptist Church
, Wednesday. the Rev
Donnie Harden, pastor of Church Grove and Union
Ridge United Methodist
Churches, Thursday, and the Rev. Calvin Clark,
Palestine pastor, Friday. A
fel;owship potluck supper will be Friday, April
26,
who have participated in these special servic at 6.15 p m for all those
es

unsweetened cocoa
powder
4 teaspoons cornstarch
2-3rds cup evaporated skim milk
1 teaspoon vanilla
Prepare cake mix according to
package directi9ns. exept sift
1-3rd cup cocoa powder and stir
into dry ingredients.
For sauce. in a tirtla::
mix sugar. 1 -3rd cup cOl.04 powder
and cornstarch. Add rnik. Cook
and stir until thickened and bubbly.
Cook and stir 2 min,.tes more.
Remove from heat. Stir in vanilla.
Serve warm or cool. Makes 12
servings.
Nutrition information per serving: 225 cal.. 5 g pro.. 53 g carb.. 2
g fat (8 percent of calories from
fat), 0 mg chol.. 281 mg sodium.

(12 Months)

Over 150 Styles in stock
to choose from
Select Early!
Also Formal Dresses & Access
ories
Register for Wind Surfer to be given
away.
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Chocolate Angel Cake
with Chocolate Sauce
pajoge angel cake mix
,,nsweeten.ed cocoa

( •_oa

Twilight Golf for Men and Ladies will start Friday,
April 26,
Oaks Country Club. Every member is urged to attend each at 5:30 p.m at
Friday night for a
night full of golf and fun. Co-chairpersons are Richar
d and Erma Tuck For
more information call 759-9833.

Bauty Pageant May 4

'ion
By NANCY BYAL
Be••••• Homes Magaz.ne Food Ed,•or

Twilight golf at Oaks

as
guest speaker on 'Treatment of ADD.' Also the school
's role in evaluatio,
process will be discussed. For more information
call Anne Gorreli
759-9331.
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Dr. Ruth H. Jacquot, director of the Center for Enviro
nmental Educatioat Murray State University and assistant profes
sor in the Department of
Elementary and Secondary Education at MSU,
will speak at a meeting of
Murray Business and Professional Women on Thursd
ay, April 25, at 6.30
p.m. at Louie's Restaurant, North 12th Street
She worked for 17 years as
naturalist and manager of naturalist programs for
Medtropark Distric'
Toledo, Ohio, and for four years as director of Chipp
ewa Naature Conte Midland, Mich. While in Midland, she was a foundi
ng board member fc'
Medland Volunteers for Recycling and was on
the Solid Waste Advisor,
Commission for the city of Midland. She is currently
serving on the Murra,
City Recycling Committee and chairing the
composting committee Faye
Rogers, BPW president, invites all interested
persons to attend and to no''
the change in meeting date from third Thursd
ay to fourth Thursday

•-a..!icrn Harmony •,kiety
Wednesday, April 24
M.,•- ra‘ os treaters Anony mous
.-•
5' 71-:.

Nlem
inclu
Servi
p.m.

BPW will hear Jacquot Thursday

All friends and relatives 4e
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

tl.m. American

Grac
inclu
Youtl
Study
meet'

Calloway County Public Library Board and Staff is planning a "Welcome Party" for the new library director, Ben M. Graves
, on Sunday.
April 28, from 3 to 5 p.m. Graves, a graduate of Murra
y State University
and University of Kentucky, is a native of Ballard
County. He had prevl
ously served as director of Ohio County Public Librar
y. Graves and hi,
wife, Cindy, moved here in January of this this year when
he assumed th..,
position as director of the Calloway County Public Librar
y. The Library
Board of Trustees and Chairman, Frank Doran, invite
the public to join
them and the Library Staff and State Librarian
Jim Nelson in welcoml%
Ben and his wife to the community. and to the librar
y
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Local • rou visits Nezv York City

CALENDAR

Johnny Carson
back another:1 year

(Cont'd from page 6)

INNEN

Vel
day.
-sit)
evihis

Wednesday, April 24
Exercise class/11:30 a.m.; Fellowship Supper and Youth Handbells/
5:30 p.m.; Library opcn/6:15 p.m.:
prayer meeting, Klaymata Fellowship, Children's Choirs/6:30 p.m.;
Sanctuary Choir/7:45 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church events
include Youth Choir/6:15 p.m.;
Youth Bible Study and Adult Bible
Studyr) p.m.; Weekly Workers'
meeting/8 p.m.
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St. Leo Catholic Church events
include RCIA/7:30 p.m.

Auditions for 1991 Summer
Season/6-9 p.m./Playhouse in the
Park. Info/759-1752.

First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/10 a.m.; Handbell Choir/4
p.m.; Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m.

National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
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ty Hospital for Saturday. April 20.
have been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Breeding baby girl, parents. Bruce
and Susan, 1549-B Mockingbird.
Murray
Miss Vanessa L Stone and baby
boy. Rt 2. Box 66-A, Murray, Mrs Lillian K Whitis, Rt 2, Box 66, Murray.
Miss Tina Belcher and baby girl. Rt 1,
Hardin,
Mrs Lee Ann Overby and baby boy.
P0 Box 136, Hardin, Miss Cindy
Owen and baby girl. 404 South Sixth
Si , Murray
Mrs Annie Laura Fitzerald, 304
Smith St Paris. Tenn . Mrs Robin
Rogers, 203 North 12th St. Murray,
William H Vaughn, Rt 1, Box 94,
Water Valley'
William J Crosslin, At I, Box 299
Sedalia Miss Mary L Biven. 101
North Sixth St Apt 7, Murray

Two newborn admissions. dismissals and two expirations at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
on Sunday. April 21. have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Baker baby girl. parents, Virgil and
Lon Ann, Rt 1, Box 136, Big Rock.
Tenn
Thomas baby girl, mother, Therese
414 Hester Hall. MSU. Murray
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Reading Room open/I2 noon-3
p.m./Christian Science.
LBL es ents include Corn Planting,
Basketmaking Workshop/10 a.m.-4
p.m., Iron Industry/10:30 a.m. and
1:30 p.m./Homeplace-1850.

Hospital

,

Health Express of Murray Calloway County Hospital/
Mayfield Senior Citizen
Center/9-11:30 a.m.

Memorial Baptist Church events
include supper/6 p.m.; Prayer
Service/7 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/8

join
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Wednesday, April 24
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and
Twos/9:30 a.m., Story Hours/10:30
a.m. and 3:30 p.m.

Mrs Mayzelle Gallimore Box 105
Hazel. Mrs Edith L Hart. At. 2. Box
300. Springville, Tenn., John E Pate,
At 1. Box 209. Clinton.
Mrs Thelma Jo Manning, 2002 Col

dater Rd , Murray, Mrs. Margaret
Yuill Rt 1. Box 135. Kirksey, Miss
Shirley Edwards, 719 Nash Dr ,
Murray.
Mrs. Robin Perkins and baby boy,
At I, Box 167B, Murray: Mrs Mattle
B Calvert, 311 Irvan St.. Murray

Expirations

A group of Calloway Countians visited New York City
during spring break the first week in April. Tours
were taken of the Statue of Liberty, Ellis Island. United
Nations
Studios, Rockefeller Center, Radio City Music Hall, Chinato Complex, Empire State Building, N.B.C.
wn, Little Italy. Harlem. as well as other
points of interest. The group also attended two Broadway
producti
ons, "The Phantom of the Opera" and
"Les Miserable." Making the trip were, pictured in New
York City, from left, front row, Jacki Willi,
LeAnn McCoy, Ruthie Busckuehl, second row. Angie Higgins,
Carol Marine. Cheryl Dailey, Rachel Neale,
Ila Brown, and hack row, Jason Neale and Milton
Stokes.

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday, April
22, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Hughes baby boy, parents, Dr Joyce and Dr Robert. 1543 Oxford Dr.,

Miss Georgia LISA
regrets comments

Al ha Mu makes call

Murray,
McLeod baby boy, parents, Tammy
and Randall, Box 108 B, Walnut Court,
Benton

Dismissals
Harold Nance, Rt. 8, Box CRI2A.
Murray; Elvis Overby, Box 33, Go Troy
Green, Dexter; William Crump, At 1,
Box 344. Hardin;
C R. Avery, Box 63E. New Concord;
Mrs. Sue Lamb, 803 South Ninth St..
Murray; Mrs. Salone Pittman, 904 Vine
St., Murray.
William Lee. Rt 1, Dexter: Kenneth
Whitman, Rt. 2, Box 111, Vine Grove,
Mrs. Margaret Lawrence, At 1, Box
181, Henry, Tenn..
Mrs. Rita Schrecengost and baby
girl, No. 10 Salem Road, Benton: Mrs
Susan Breeding and baby girl, 1549 B
Mrs. Kristy Hudson and baby boy,
2220 Sycamore Lane. Paris, Tenn.

Red Cross opens drive to
reduce childhood drownings

.4/1114.—
Alpha Mu #4760. Epsilon Sigma Alpha International potluck salad
supper was hosted by ‘Iary idmer on April 2 at her home. A special
highlight was the esening was a phone call by Mary Nidmer, left, to
her daughter-in-law and member of E.S.A. Joan Vidmer in Ft. Thomas. Kathie Fleming. right, and each of the other members enjoyed a
Visit with Joan on, the telephone.

CCMS Students corn fete

Party

ATLANTA (AP) — Miss Georgia USA Tamara Rhoads. who
claimed last month that a pageant
operator suggested she have cosmetic surgery, says she regrets the
comments now.
"At the time I made these statements to TV journalists. I was confused on a lot of levels and said
many things that, after careful
review, made the situation more
serious than it really was." she
said Monday in a statement.
Ms. Rhoads, 23. refused to comI
ment beyond . that.
Her earlier statements had come
Gallon
about a month after she came in ..'COPP
,140- 1100
4
45th out of 50 in the national Miss
•
USA competition held Feb. 22.
II II
•
Ms. Rhoads said last month that
James Whitehead. the Miss Georgi1.
4
a USA pageant operator, suggested
%Orin Myron
``,'4•Ylmi ‘bwri
she undergo breast augmentation.
liposuction and other cosmetic
Mi3o"lenA
alterations.
PAINTS
Whitehead denied making the
statements, and Ms. Rhoads now
says he. didn't "suggest that any
athl
physical makeover was necessary
306 Main St.
to compete in the Miss USA
759-4979
contest.''
•• aro..sal

NNIV/ J.T. LEE, Jeweler
'Where your tdeas turn to gold.
Dixieland Center
759-1141 I

Eetfewu
tie444z.

Co•rifto..444

"Where the price and service,
makes the pill easier to swallow."

Charlie's Sate-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whltnell
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Fri, 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30
Sixth graders from Calloway County Middle School recently competed in round 2 of the All-Star National Computer competition,
sponsored by 3,cademic Enterprises. The students placed fifth in the
state in round one which allowed them to compete in the second
round. There were 174 Schools in the United States that qualified for
this esent. CCMS Sixth Grade Students ranked 41st in the nation in
round 2. Students competing in one or both rounds are, from left.
front row', Scott Kellie, Patrick Haney, Andrew O'Rourke, Susie
Richter, Kathy Kobraei, Mike Wojciechowski, Marty Koca, second
row, Joe Dasid Rayburn, Mechelle Woodall, Robert Lewis, Luke
Nowell, Mark Johnson, Josh Elliott, and sponsor, Judy Darnell. Not
pictured is Boone Chambers.
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LONDON (AP) — Sir Yelik..
N1enuhin spent his 75th birthl.
doing what he says he loves h.
— playing the violin for hundr.
of others.
England's Queen Mother
•
among those who filled the Ro:,
Festival Hall for Menuhin's pert'
mance with the Royal PhilharmeOrchestra.
Students representing nine coi..
tries joined Menuhin in perform:',.
"God Save the Queen" in tr,
Queen Mother's honor. Maul..
also performed "Prayer," a tom
position Soviet composer Rodiu
Shchedrin presented him as a birtday gift.

SPRING
EXTERIOR HOUSE
PAINT SALE
OFF

Mockingbird, Murray:

1599
Pepperoni $5. Tax

BURBANK, Calif. (AP)
Don't call Jay Leno yet, beeatis..
heeeeeeere's Johnny, ready at.-t
willing to start his 30th year
host of "The Tonight Show Sur
ring Johnny Carson."
Putting to rest persistent runic.,
that he was ready to retire, NP1
announced Monday that Carson h
agreed to continue to host ty
popular late-night talk show for
least one more year.
"After several conversatior.
between us, Johnny agreed to co,
tinue," NBC Entertainment Gro,
Chairman Brandon Tartikoff sa
in a statement. "And I'm thrt:1
he's decided to celebrate his 31
anniversary year with us."
Tartikoff said his "No. 1 prkr
ty" has been to persuade Carson
sign a new contract.
Carson had said earlier
wanted to leave the show befo
the end of this year. Tartikoff sa•
Rumors had surfaced earlier C. year that NBC was planning
replace Carson with the shov.
substitute host, Jay Leno, but h,
Carson and the network den
that..
V/01W1St

plays
on 75th birthday

Mrs Olia P Lassiter. At 4, Box
430 Murray, Clarence Hassel Windsor, Rt. 1. Box 55, Hazel

WASHINGTON (AP, — The Red Cross on Monday urged parents to
turn their kids into little mermaids — "MerBabes" who know how to
enjoy the water and avoid drowning.
"Drowning is the nation's second leading cause of accidental death for
children under the age of five," said Elizabeth Dole. president of the
American Red Cross. She said that in 10 states drowning is. the No. 1
tause of accidimtal death for youngsters.
"These tragic numbers simply must be reduced," Mrs. Dole said.
While no child is "drownproof." aquatics courses can teach children
respect for water and basic survival skills, the Red Cross said.
The honorary chairwoman of the safety campaign. Entertainment
Tonight's Leeta Gibbons, said a Red Cross course helped tier and her
20-month-old daughter. Lexi, feel more comfortable around water.
"It made me feel so much more confident as a mother." she said. "We
learned to fl66t and kick and bob and, together. we learned how to be safe
and comfortable in the water."
Gibbons noted that she lives in California. a state that ranks among the
top 10 in the country for drowning incidents.
"A neighbor's child, my own child, could be involved in a drowning
incident." she said.
Mrs. Dole said children's innate curiosity makes them particularly susceptible to falling into water, and they can drown in just 2 inches of
water.
The Red Cross said public service announcements would encourage
parents to help their kids become "MerBabes." Print ads depict babies
dressed like mermaids and say. "Little swimmers peed a little help." TV
spots show baby mermaids happily sloshing through the water to the music of the Beatles song. "Octopus' Garden' that begins: "I'd like to be,
under the sea."
The Consumer Product Safety Commission said up to 90 percent of
child drownings take place in swimming pools, but drownings also occur
in topets. bathtubs. buckets and puddles. Adults were present in 69 percent of toddler drowning cases but had been momentarily' distracted.
The Red Cross advised parents to:
—Keep anything containing more than an inch of water out of harm's
way. Close toilet lids, empty inflatable pools, fence in private pools. Never leave children unattended in the tub or at the pool.
—Enroll children in water safety and swimming courses.
—Learn infant and child CPR.
The 10 states where drowning is the leading cause of accidental death
among children are California. Florida, Texas, Arizona. Alaska. Hawaii.
Nevada, Oregon, Montana and Washington.

JO-AN

on the square
753-9569

IS varieties •

SAVE 20%-75%
Children's
All
Denim

Ross Insurance Agency

$099

$10

Boy's
Girl's
Swimw
ear
Swimsuits
& shorts

30% Off 20%

v • -a.

759-1551
CLASSIC DINERS
FREE Delivery ANY Time!

Off

40% Off
40% Off
112 Price
30% & 50% Off
75% Off

Spring Mix'n Match

Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage

Hours: Sun.-Thurs. 11 a.m.-1Aldnight
Central Center (Noe to Big 9 Cioonon)
Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m.-1 a.m.

6th & Main

Dresses
Tank Tops
Swimwear

753-0489
Maternity Wear
Nancy Frock'
Dresses

MURRAY TODAY

Exquisite Form*
Bras & Girdles

20% Off

20%

Off
Check Out Our New 'Do-Dad" Corner

Jo Burkeen, editor
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Heroic home run gives
Cards
win over Cubs

A
Sports Writer

ST. LOUIS (AP) — SL Louis and a 2-0
lead into St. Louis'
Cardinals manager Joe Torre is eighth.
climbing 4,board Felix Jose's
Zeile grounded out, but
Tom
bandwagon.
Pagnozzi dumped a single
into
"He's some kind of strong," right-cent
er. After Jose Oquendo
Torre said after Jose's two-run walked,
Pagnozzi moved up after
homer gave the Cardinals a 3-2 the
catch on Gerald Perry's fly
to
victory over the Chicago Cubs on deep
right and Bernard Gilkey
Monday night.
trickled an RBI single off
third
"And he's a good hitter to boot.
baseman Gary Scott's glove.
He manages to adjust. That's what'
Paul Assenmacher spelled
makes him special."
B.oskie but was relieved by
Smith
Jose's homer, his second, came
after Ray Lankford lined
out to
in the ninth inning — continuing a
start the Cardinals' ninth.
promising early pattern for the
-I wasn't thinking home
run,"
Cardinals.
said Jose, who homered after
Pedro
"Last year we won twice all
year coming from behind in the Guerrero walked on five pitches.
ninth,- Todd Zeile said. "This "Against this guy, you can strike
out. He was trying to pitch
year. we're getting it down to a
me
away. then he came in. I knew
science."
I
could drive the ball at least over
It was Chicago's fourth consecuthe infield."
tive defeat, including three the
Jose leads the Cardinals with 11
Cubs led starting an opponent's
RBIs.
final at-bat.
-We just have to keep battl
Jerome Walton doubled,
ing
ani bounce back tomorrow
,- Cubs advanced on a wild pitch and
manager Don Zimmer said. "The scored the
Cubs' first run in the
season is only two weeks old. first inning on
Shawon Dunston's
We got a long way to go."
sacrifice fly. In the third. Chicago
Ch.cago's loss might have been
made it 2-0 on Boskie's triple
and
Murray's Dann? Alfeldt drme in a run with
:0 take if someone other than
this RBI ground out in Mondays 6-4 ,Ain o‘er
Walton's sacrifice fly.
‘lonphis
State
.
rel ,of :ice Dave Smith (0-2) had
In 1990. the St. Louis record w
:,be victim of Jose's blast.
2-79 after trailing through
.
•'The hall didn't do what I innings.
said Smith. who has now
"The good thing
• three of seven save chances. that it showed them about this ], Staff Repo
he, Han,- •
rts
that hard ‘ker•
hanging some forkbalIS: pays-off.'''Tone said.
Murray Ledger
the tie :17....
—es Sports
"They had
short reliever goes through hell of a game pitched
Schoen_
against tre-.
...a: :.ns like this."
until the last inning.
.
Racer golf tear.' no.as a three Memphis
Smith entered after Cubs starter
stroke
'They don't know when
Peay after two moved ahead in the botton]
of play
—.awn Boskie carried a two-hitter That kind of
at the OVC Cn.:-nnonships in Henders
which featured wa:ks
thing '.s price ess
:e. 'Tenn.
The P...
on M.,Schoen.
R 131 grounder :rom to
par--2
Grasing,le by. Jon Grtan:cn
Memphis plated t
to
top
of the Eft. before M
-.
1-17
PHILADELPHIA :AP) — Nick
earned run average
1:7,tr! nei
single by G7/a7'.iLh.
Leyva was fre.,
-4 today by the Phiand
galore. made 15
:,2's
is
RBI grounder from Shane
.50
.adelphia Pnes just 13 games
errors and
:.ast seven home
• \N!Memphis State's John \loon
nto Lhe
and was replaced
runs.
when
he le:: oJ the scent:: w
On NIonday. Leyva indicated
cr put Murray in front to slay
The Ph:1.es opened the season
days were numbered.
Murray's Gary G1ideItr, go .;!••
4-9 and ,oked 1,ke a losing club.
"My team has not been playing
Berni
e `1,-7sa A,h1:C Da\ N17.71 :•
good. I'll be the first to admit:
Mur'a%
SoLthe-7 1
Leyva said Monday. "We just
TENNIS
no: at
F.eld
haven't played the way we're cap__-•
• • • •
able of play-ing. If somebody's go:
17
aZi,
7..
to take the-blame. it's-probably mc.
7 C
because l'm the one that's runnin
'
these guys out there."
The 37-vear-old Leyva
named Phillies manager .n
rep:acing interim John Vukos;,.n
who managed the last nine garnes
Be:7
re Rotation arid Bal an ee
of the`192t8 after Lee Ella was fireSCA:: 7'
d. Leyva was 144-189 with t7.,•
• -;:r-Conditinnin.:
Phillies. who finished tied for
Changes a: .t
re 1
fourth in-the National League East
last year with a 77-85 record.
"Keeping your car
In a
will not remain with Inc
(1r truck maintained,
te.arD in any cApacity.
helps keep major
He will hold a news conieren,e
Th,:
repair costs down."
todas. to discuss his disrmssa:
The 49-year-old Fre.20•i.
AI
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Associated Press
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The call didn't come until the
12th and final round, but that
didn't temper Jeff Brady's
enthusiasm at being selected
by the Pittsburgh Staters in
the National Football League
draft.
"Every. one's up here drinking champagne." the former
Kentucky Wildcats linebacker
said Monday after finding out
he was the 323rd pick in the
draft. "I'm just real happy.
'I was expecting maybe a
free -agent shot, and some people were saying that would be
better. But Flaying someone
from Pittsb.,rgh tell you,
•You're a Steeler now,' well,
buddy, that's a pretty good
f
Brady, a 6-foot-1,
2_5-pounder from Melbourne.
Ky. was a walk-on at Kentucky who toiled anonymously
on special teams for two years
before finally earning a

Golfers leading at OVC tourney
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Gotta See It To Believe It!
SUPER COLOSSAL

$3.99

NCAA investigating UNLV a amn

LOS
'ELES (AP,
used anS.,represc..
the TC,7...
of a play,_.7
team 1:..s
apparer.:.y
lation of \CAA rules.] ..
Angeles ": :nes is report::.:
The
vioiation to,
'A tile the \CAA was
sy-a the
s nasketball
Citing :7:7VIt".!,41 wits pt27,,ir".
faMiliaT 4..tn the situa
tion and
co,rt and sta:e reLords. the :117
.- es
:-._-ported today that UNLV s:a!f
members aLi:cpted the assistance of
a Salt Lake City businessman
ri
the recruitment of Melvin Love.
Vic Dea.ivono, formerly an ,.nof
ficial strength and conditio
ning
:mach at Salt Lake Corr,mun;ty

Security
would it be worth 67/day
- (after installation)

2aga4 hour surveillance
inst vandalism, theft,

fire, unlawful entry into your business.
home, factory, warehouse, schools.
other buildings or possessions?
Call Collect

'

ss I.V
-7:Ls for
in the
s
.; I , a77..77.C7,1. and is
to he a part of a rebuilt
LNLV 'team next season
Lose ipert two years at Salt
Lake Community College after
..2asing Cajon High in San Bernara.no in 1987. the Times said.
NCAA rules prohibit representaises of a uhiversity's athletiL
.nterests from 'being involved
-.2cruiting as well as providing cer
s

f
,
•'
1,7'
\CAA
rr,cm7,.• 1 a
.j; at.. 'aff to
,an
a rep
resenta•..se of tna:
designation that. in
Lat.'. has
a:lowed the NCAA
scnools
acLountable for the
7., of the
so-called middlemen wr.•, have
:ncreasingly become part ,,1 .. oIlege
basketball recruiting. '

FAIN INSURANCE

Ft

Auto
Life
Home ,/t;reit
Health
Business
Annuities

'1Yr

1-7 3-063-2-1

Jim Fain

Tracy D. McKinney

IL

614 South 4th Street Murray, Ky.
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Olympic MALI 'Men's,
733-7063
Jeff Summers, 1.11cen.,•
,1 Optician -Offer good thru April 30, 1991
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MINNEAPO
coach of !r,
months of s

I!,‘ anchored the Card]le line as a starlaLkle during his
two seasons at Louisville
-19'0 and 1990. He was
.l :, red especially effective
77 :
L plays upon his
a at Louisville, but
said he made rapid
...mat as a pass protec1,).r. as well.
He was the 292nd pick
sera,,
F--1(res. a 6-3. 252-pounder
from Yoangstown, Ohio. broke
1t.s own Louisville record with
1 7 sa,ks In leading :he Cardinals' nationalls ranked defense
last season. As a junior,
Flo%s had 14 sacks.
He haCI
. 65 unassisted and
28 assisted tackles last season,
lie finished his career with
1 7" unassisted and 78 assisted
t,akies for a total of 250.
Beavers, a 6-3. 230-pound
defense back from Louisville.
had 60 unassisted and 31
assisted tackles last season. He
also had four interceptions.
Two other Louisville Cardinals players went early in the
draft that began Sunday.
i San Francisco took defensive
lineman Ted Washington as
the 25th player overall with
its first-round selection. The
New York Jets took
quarterback Browning Nagle in
the second round.
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Any complete pair
of prescription eyeglasses
See the differci t• Hometown Quality mikes Corn/
our prices & SAIT

A fradaym in .serLice
since 1981

-3839
for free estimate
Doing Business in Paris, Tn Since
1979
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Ball Communications
(901) 642
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BASE:

Wildcat running back Al
Baker, who rushed for 780
yards as a senior, was selected
by the New York Jets in the
10th round.
Baker. a 5-11. 225-pounder
from Trigg County, was the
261st pick overall. He overcame a rash of injuries to
lead the Wildcats in rushing
last season while being named
to the second team AllS.:heastern Conference.
He finished fifth in the SEC
,us'••-g last season and
sarpassed the 100-y-ard rushing
mark in three consecutive
g_rnes -- 159 against
Loais:ana State. 133 against
Georgia and 151 against Van.'"ern,It. Baker also caught 35
passes for 317 yards, and
'.c tad :2 to,:ehdowns last
7seas,,n.
'Two former Louisville playL:7,
offensive tackle Jerry
(.7,:t1, and defensive end
Mike
- were selected -in the11th round Monday during the
ay of the two-day .
Cr:I:Ls was chosen by
tne Indianapolis Colts and
1- . --es was taken by the Phii...de,phia Eagles. Tile Eagles
sed ther 11th -round pick to
. Morehead State's Darrell
1)._a,--s. making him the 327th
sele,..tion overall.
Crafts. a 6-6, 319-pounder
1uls
\(A
a,
.O.kl
A a., transferred
from Oklahoma.
'A as placed on probation

Phils name new skipper
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Actions & Reactions

Injuries could be key
as NBA playoffs tip off

TUESDAY, APRIL

23,

1991
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SCOREBOARD
"See me for all your family insu

305 N. 12th
(Next to Century

rance needs."

uncertain, but the Celtics will be awfully
tough
By The Associated Press
to beat at Boston Garden even it he
isstI
21)
slowed It was the Knicks who upset
Boston in
State Farm insurance compa
the first rOurld last year, but the
nies
Injuries, which played a key role
proud Gee cs
Horne Office Bloomington,
Illinois
veterans will remember naw it fee
in the NBA regular season. are
Like a good neighbor, State Farm
Celtics in 4.
Is There.
likely to affect the playoffs as well.
No 6 Atlanta at No 3 Detroit - Tnomas
came to the rescue just n time for the Pistons,
with a handful of stars attempting
making them reappear as a torrndable
team
to shake off nagging problems this
;ust when it started to I004 Ike tne Cnampion,
p magic was gone Thomas has been alterweek.
nately brilliant and average since returni
ng from
Isiah Thomas, Larry Bird, Charwrist surgery, with his toughest outings coming
Toronto at Boson 5 05 m
les Barkley, Tom Chambers, Nevin
,n afternoon games before he can control the
Baseball
Texas at Miwaukes 605P pm
Pan and swelling He was 6-for-26 'rOrn the
Johnson, Dan Majerle and Gerald
D44rdl at Now York 630 pm
f.aid in his last two afternoon games Detrat
Kansas City at Cie...nand 6
Wilkins among those recently
35 0 rn
won all five meetings between the two teams,
AMERICAN LEAGUE
but additional weekend games couid minimize
gatm3fii at NCA"TeiaON
East Division
hobbled who are attempting to
g°AL7 3L5P
EALE
'ne Pistons' advantage But Dennis Rodman's
W
East Division
L Pet
Boston7 5
return.
defense on Domindue Wilkins should prove to
583
W L
Pct.
GB
Detroit
7
5
583
6
8
6
5 6;15 -.4
be
trie
differ
ence Pistons In 5.
Portland, which snapped the Los
Toronto
8
6 571
8
5 615 No 5 Philadelphia at No 4 Milwaukee SPINtenst%Lou797'
6
6
500
Angeles Lakers' nine-year hold on
ClevearC
h..,es also are a big factor ,n this series,
Ch.cago
5
6
455
7
7
500 1•/.
Banmve
Montreal
Ca'es Barkley returning only last wee.
4
7
the Pacific Division title. is the No.
364
5
8
•ira385 3
Y51.
Phi)adebh.a
4
8
a
333
76ers Dale Ellis is out for Movyaukee. haying
9
308 4
1 seed in the Western Conference
West Division
Weet Division
. - tee- replaced by'a rusty Adrian Dan! ey The
W
L PcI Gill
W I
Pct.
GB
Chicago, which won 60 game for
Chicago
San Diego
who lost four consecutive games be10•e
8
s
3
9
727
5 641
CaPorn
Ginoenati
a
Out
Indian
8
a
6
by
571
33 in :heir season ',ha e
6
6
7
4
562
the first time in franchise history.
00 2,4
Gav
and
8
eire•e nearly unbeatable at home in the yst "a"
6 571
6
1,4
7
462
2•/.
Sear.
7
is the top seed in the East.
6
538 2
6
S.. --eir Inree-guard rotation System, modeied
7
462
27.
-0.45
4
5
444
3
a're.• Detrot's. has been less effect 'ye 'ate
Kansas 0'1
Akia
SanL s
Both of the No. I seeds have
nArguesn
tFaa alsc°
5
y
7
41 7
3',
5
6
455
2'/.
76ers in 4.
1.4nriesola
mv
ouon 2 Cincy
4
M rna
dsbyel Comes
9
308 5
been relatively injury-free.
Monday• Genies
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Dena! •; "we Vow 5
St Louis 3 Chicago 2
No 8 Seattle at No I Portland - Tire Tra
The two-time defending champBoston 6 'rotor's 4
San Dog° 7, San Franoeco 5
B
prazer
o ersfin
x onished witn the NBA s best
es record arc
Cere,a,,C 10 Ka••SaS
4
Atlanta 7. 1.06 Angeles I
ion Detroit Pistons are the No.
rac '6 consecutive victories before a loss to
3
Chicago 8 Ban more'
Only games scheduled
6innesora 3 Oa. anc 7
seed in the East and will have
Iii: 6
Sunday Many of the Key Son cs
73535 1,7,
p.
Tuesday's Games
Seams 4 Oaii•o•••,a
Pmstx.rgh •Srrwley 2-Of at 1.4ontreas {Sampo
-ciud rig Benoit Benjamin, Shawn Kemp and
n 1 -01
homecourt advantage against No. 6
Only r•ames
6
35
pm
'Doke Gary Payton will be making tne.
t.
Tuesday. Games
New York (Darling 0-11 at Phiaceicirka !Comes
Atlanta in the first round, in which
NBA playoff appearances Portland is Dave
'Isis 2 k1d,”
a• ka wau.e• rhava,ro I -0)
tested from top to bottom and is deter' "cc to
605 Pm
1 ,iino
G 7 n3n6atpi,
all series are best-of-5.
i.vammond 1-0) at Houston 1J Jona.
re•Jrn to the championsnip series Trail
Dance -a•ara' a•
vork 1.1and 0-0) 630
BlazIn Thursday's openers, it's Utah
,:hicago
ers in 3.
1-0i at St Lows (Tewksbury
Toronto •75.-..L•rer 7.. L. a• Boston iCiyarrone
No 7 Golden State at No 2 San An•on a at Phoenix, Golden State at San
635 pm
Atlanta (GlavIne 1.1, at Los Pigmies
Tne Warriors' vclory over Utah or S.-cu
(Gross 0-2i
Kansas C -,ays "1 at Cleveland K,ng tit)
.4
alt, pm
Antonio, New' York at Chicago.
brought about this malchup. which 00.s m,,cr
6 35 p m
San Diego iNves 2-0) at San cranasco (Garret
t'
tougher for Golden State !nen the Jazz wo..*:
. at Lnicago 4.4cDOwelt
Philadelphia at Milwaukee and
935 pin'
2.11 7C- L.nave been San Antonio carter David Roo rsoWednee
day's
Comes
04. arl .7:•essiendoner 1 1, at tanneso
Houston at the Lakers. On Friday.
San D.go at San Pranosco 235 pm
ta iGorine
nad ',063 reaounds ancl 320 blocked snots s
7:5
Pinkcsogh at kIontreai. 6 35 p rn
its Indiana at Boston, Atlanta at
season Charces are tnat Anon Lister wno -ad
Sea's Bar•reaC 0-1J at -'.a,itorri.a 'Lows 1-Gi
New York at Ph.lad•ipnvi.
483 rebounds anti 90 blocks for the Warr
9 35
pm
Detroit and Seattle at Portland.
crs.
Chicago at St Lou*, 735 635
pm
Wednesdays Game*
*cud rather face Mark Eaton of tne Jazz But
Coonnatt at HouSton. 735 pm
Oa.
ar..1
-resota
The first-round playoff pairings.
•2 '5 pm
Golden State's tripe threat of Chrs M.. Atlanta at Los Angeles 9 35 pi%
Sea-e a•
.1',5
ketch R chrnord and Ti" Hardaway an c,
seedings and predictions:
averaged 72 points per game, will cause prOD
EASTERN CONFERENCE
ems for tne Spurs, wno split lour games veNo. 8 New York at No 1 Cnicago - Tne
tne Warr ors this season Spurs in 5.
Buis swept the Knicks r four games our rig tne
No 6 Houston at No 3 Los Angeles Lakes
season, and Chicago needed less I"an '2
- Tne Rockets scared everyone at the
be;
mmutes to w ae out a 24-poirt def.cit ininei•
n ng of the month when they were COnCIJC
1.ng a
final meet rig two weeks ago at Madison
7-1, 29-5 stretch drive Since then, Houston
Siguare
s
Garden New York won 10 of its final 13 games
3-5 and rot so formidable-looking, but •ne LaK
at home, but lost nine_ of 1 1 on tire road, a Dac
erS have to be worrying about the Hakeerorren when the series has '0,,games at Cnica
aauvion- V ade Divac matchup at ce^!e• But
go Stadium Jordan, me NBA's .eading career
Los A-gees has won It of its ias: '4 a-c
scorer in playoff history, won +et his teammates
appears armed 10 make another Weser^ Co'
van; look ng ahead Bulls in 3.
'erence run after a second -round JoSet as'
No 7 Indiana at No 2 Boston - Despte •€,
year Magic Johnson is wel:-rested s rce LOS
disparity in seeding% the Pacers are go ng
A-ge es had no playoff posT•on to f.9 'or thy series with some reason for con'id
-e t ^a, weev Leiters in 4.
enCe
Tire Ceit.cs spilt four games Petvreen Ire teams
No 5 Utah at No 4 Pnoer. X - The Jazz a•du-ng the season, and Bird s back 0'00 emL
e-c• c-a'y vo at e. ven es* round a
•
Sbe, ned from the I rst weeK of Apr unti
upset osses tne ast two years I-en Cow -.g
ri '"a
H s 'ea for tne S ayo"s .5
Moiwest !tie on the Ina' cay of •ne reg..
season But the Suns nave arab ems of
Accessories: Bug
own. w th Kevin Johnson, Charnoes and I .
Luggage
Maere returning from i"tunes Tnese
teams, which opened the season with a sp.,o'
Off Installation
consecutive games in TOary0 last NOvembe•
Wash
With this Ad
should battle to the wire again Last season
Vacuum
Clean Windows
was Kevin Johnson who beat !.le Jazz
Casey He .alowed tour.00als on eight- snots
fnal game at Sae Lake City Tnis time "-a jazz
(Near
Body
Weeht
Petite being bencnect 1avo• of Pat Jablonsk
'"id a way 70
Jazz in 5.
Gies, Stewart Gavin, Bran Beilows aria Ne
Wrikinson scored the first-period goais for M nesota Bran Prop had a second-Period Via
Tne scores by Beliows. Wilkinson and Propp
came on power plays, g'itrig M.,,esota .a
aayott-best 19-4nar-advantage gears.7_ it
We were well aware of tre cor'derce Pot-,e%
91? 41 ie
. 05 ciiR
nesola was piaying wit" at horne 05-2-2 since
Jar. 171 and what the fans nave g.ver tner"ere." Blues coach Br an Sutter sad And the •
Murray State University is an
they come out ard score four goa's .r• the'rst
equa
l education and employment
10 m Nies
Three of the four goals were iurhovers.
where we had possessor of tne puck Everyinstitution.
body's got to take responsia I y wrier Ina! r‘apbens There's not one guy 'rat shoud De
excluded And tnat's tne coact- nc ....ded

Jane Rogers 753-9627

Members of the West Kentucky Gymnasti
c Academy who. competed at
the Casey Jones Invitational recently in Jacks
on, Tenn. (from left): Chris
Clifford, co-owner and coach at the academy;
Miranda Coles, Emily Thomas and Roxanne Taylor, coach. Both girls
placed in the top three of their
age group at the event.
BASEBALL
ABING TON, Pa - Bucky Walters. picnin
a
g
star tor the,Cincinnah Reds in the 1930s
and
1940s, has died at the age of 82 He
died
Saturday at the Abington Memorial Hospit
al
aher an undisclosed ailment Walters also played for the Boston Braves, Boston Red Sox
and
Philadelphia Phiilies during his 19-year
career
He was the National League's Most Valuab
le
Players in 1919 when he was 27-11 with
a 2,29
earned run average The six-time NL All-Star
finished with a career record of 198-16
0. He
managed the Reds in 1948 and 1949 and
later
served as a coach Walters is survived by
his
wife. Jane. Two sons, Robert arid William, and
z
daughter. Carolyn
DETROIT - Detroit Tigers president
Bo
Schernbechler set an Aug 1 deadline
for city
and county officials to devise a plan for a new
ballpark to replace Tiger Stadium. Schernbechler, during a luncheon speech to the Econo
mic
Club of Detroit, called y a new ballpark to be
located near downtown and ruled out renova
ting Tiger Stadium, opened on April
20, 1912
NEW YORK - Andre Dawson, who hit
two
grand slams for the Chicago Cubs last week,
was named National League player of
the
week Dawson batted 357 and had 10 RBIs
during the week Dave Henderson, who
batted
.433 with 10 RBIs for the Oakland Athleti
CS,
was named American League player of the
week Henderson was 13-for-30 with lour
homers and four doubles

BASKETBALL
MiNNEAPOLIS - Bill Musselman was fired as
coach of the Minnesota Timberwaves ending
months 01 SOeculat on that he would be let go

after tne comci et on of the
season
ended Sunday Musseirnan was.51-11, which
3 in the
two-year h story of the franch
ise.
record of tire four most recent expans the best
ion
clubs
CHICAGO - NBA referee
Jake 0 Donnei
downPiayed a auP' sned report which
said
league referees would posy D'y
go on strike
before the payoffs He said the
report may
have been the work of someone who
wanted to
sabotage the upcom no comrao
t
the NBA and the Na' onal talks between
Associ
Basketbail Referees 0 Donne was ation of
33 referees from the 53-mernoer among the
a socration
who met in Chicago to seek
consensus before
submitting 'rer co lect ve bargai
ning Sala'y
demands 'a the eague
NAStirN'G TON - Pres den'
Bus- sa uter
NCAA basket:A c"a"'a ons Duke
arc Ten -es
see for the' accoma srments or tie
court and
in the classroom Gradua• ng
more Inar 90 per
cent of the' a ayes over tne pas'
decade Diocolleges hawe proved that schola
not a con-ad c' o^ n terms,'the r atnice s
president sad
at a Rose Garde,ce'em•Gny Duke
captured ts
Iry men s
e and Tennessee redwood its
third women s charraiorsnia in five
seasons

NCAA
CLARKSVILLE, Term - Tne NCAA
-s invest.gating alegat ors of poss Se
recru ting v.oia .
t'or'ts at kustini Peay.• the univers
ity sad The
Six alegations surround a
former assistant
baskettail coach R Cat Stansbury's recrul
men*
of a prospective aiayer rep s vied
a schoiar
ship but did not. enrol, Sia-so
ury s now a,
assistant at Vss.ss i State The
uruversty
ifiehlihed the Student as Bashrr
Allmad
Cleveland, w"o *as a st,:,,dent at
Indepe
Commy,,,y Coi,eqe at hlecenlehce ndence
Kar

Jane Rogers Insurance

305 N 12th (Next To Century 21)
753-9627

ST OM CAR CA
Automotive
1ccessories & Installation
Shields,

Gretzky hurt; Kings, Blues lose
EDMONTON, Alberta (AP).Wayne Gretzky was out, and now
the Los Angeles Kings are down
in
their NHL playoff series with
the
Edmonton Oilers.
"It's unfortunate that we lost.
but out of a loss sometimes a lot of
great things happen," Kings coac
h
Webster said after Monday
night's 4-3 double-overtime loss
to
the Edmonton Oilers in the Smyt
he
Division finals.
The injury-riddled Kings lost
Tom

their

second

straight

Boston and Pittsburgh lead those
best-of-7 series 2-1.
The

Oilers - came -from - tchtnd
in the third period to force
the game into extra time --Edmonton's record -tying, fifth

ICC

overtime game in a row. In the
1951 Stanley . Cup finals, Toronto
heat Montreal 4-1 in a serie
s that
featured ,five overtime game
s.

double-

overtime game to the Oilers,
hut
this time they had an excuse. They
had to play most of the way at
the
Northlands Coliseum without
Gretzky. the NHL's leading score
r
this season who had 12 points
so
far in the playoffs.
Gretzky was forced to leave the
game with facial injuries in
the
first period after he was hit in
the
left ear by a shot from teammate
Steve Duchesne. The puck split
'
Gretzky's ear wide open and
required at least 25 stitches
to
close. Gretzky is expected to play
in Game 4 on Wednesday night
.
Edmonton's victory, fashioned
on Esa Tikkanen's second goal of
the night and playoff-leading ninth
4.
8 seconds into the second overtime, gave the Oilers a 2-1 lead in
the best-of-7 series.
In Monday night's other game
.
the giant-killing Minnesota
North
Stars continued their upset run with
a 5-1

with Boston
in. the
Adams Division iinais and Pittsburgh at Washington in the Patrick.

playoffs continue

Eddie Rhodes, Owner
.753-8558

Summer Evening Classes -- offeredfor
7 112 weeks
4 is, 4 ,aie
,a6,
05 4 it,
05 is)

'Hammer
Time!"
The Karate
Superstars
Display

IDC 102-Interdisciplinary World Civil
ization-study of major world civilizations since 1500 A. D. Prerequisite: Scor
e 16, Social Studies section ACT. 5-8 p.m.
Tues. and Thurs. June 3-July 213.

at

Body Elite

Humanities 201-humanistic values, ques
tions and themes in selected readings
from the 19th and 20th centuries. Prerequisi
tes: English 101,102, IDC 101 and 102.
5-8 p.m. Tues and Thurs. June 3-July 23,

32-6' Trophies
10 Championship Belt -

English 101-organization, content and
grammar to develop skills needed to
read and write formal prose. Prerequisite:
Score 16, English section of ACT. 5-8
p.m. Mon. and Wed. June 3-July 23.

16
mw•4
al,
0 Professional
Real Estate
Iota! (..orrututrne:nt
to Service.
Office Located Inside
Joe Smith Carpel

211? 052i

g
OffiFe Systems 120--information proce
s.sipg equipment (microcomputers and
dedicated word processors). Develop skill
s using data and word processing hard
ware
and software. 6-9 p.m. Mon., Tues. and
Thurs. June 3-July 3.
94.

call Today

tonight

Wax, 235 base prize

CEA()

S' lo.s Dave T"o"• -so- dr
6 12 rema red n. tne second Sc' or. A • c• sota cad ng 5-0
Biues goai'ender
endeau was
-ether as sr
nor as eel sucooned as

victory over the St. Louis

Racks, Sun Rol

Car

615 S. 3rd

Norris Division
North Stars 5, BILJOS 1
•
Jo- Casey -ace 29 saves and Curt G
es
's. D'ayo"
goa. 5 -re '384 ignited a tio4-goai
cutn.rct
'ns* •Ul 48 as M nnesota Dew Sr
La.
*' s-ed *In the second best
"
NHL ths season
Tr-itars. *no entered 'ne caves
a"Des' reC0r0
t-te :eague nc*
^as
ce advantage aga -st St Lc
-•n. Game 4 c' •-e No-"s D•vis an
•
s
,sday gn• Tne Nor', Stars. wrio
DO.n,5 cram:,
•
on Cncago in. trii
-ave *0,f ve o' tneir as* s.,

Blues.
The

10%

t» SAT 181 --Intro. to Interpersonal Comm
unication-Includes interpersonal
perception, verbal and non-verbal communic
ation, conflict reduction, and language
and its use.5-8 p.m. Tues. and Thurs. June
3-July 23.

g
/
Hal Nance - Broker
(502) 759-1591

762-4150 or 1-800-669-7654
05 05 05 05 et.::
10 /a Oa
/a /a
la Oa 05
05 itz

iga itz itz

After 21 Years in Business
We've enlarged from
2100 Square Feet to
Now 7,000 Square Feet

Crand ()pcnino
Saturday April 27

(still same location)

The Future Lies in the West
So go West
To:

WEST WOOD WINES
&
901-642-7714
LIQUORS

6.2 1

West Wood
Wines &
Uquory

Fred Peel, Jr.
John Peel

* sit

Woo Wood St

West Wood at the "Y" • Par
is, TN

Watch for More Details in Next Week's Pape
r
Also - Coming Soon "West Wood Ware
house"
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During the Drug Education Week assembly, Melodie
Jones, a police officer for the it or Murray. told Southwest Calloway Elementary students that parents. teachers
and others could support them hut they were the only ones
who could really say "no" to drugs.

Science students in Rake Beyer's fourth grade
class at
C,A- ter Elementary recycled products to earn
money to
r Like I,Iue•hird houses. Students shown paying for
lumber
Hint left. Terry Hart of Murray Lumber, Alliso
n
Rchccca Mehr. Corey Sykes and Kristin Kopperud.

kit

I.

The student in first grade at North Calloway Elementary
enjoyed making eatable playdough. We
ended our dental
care unit by forming a tooth and then eating
it. The boys
pictured above made teeth to represent
the molar. Pictured from left are Justin Crouse. Robby
Warren. Brent
Norsworthy and Daryl Cole.

/
As part of Drug Education Week. Deanna Farrk
. a Racer
cheerleader and past Laker cheerleader. encou
raged the
students to get high on lite instead of drugs.
Pictured with
Farris. from left. are Patri.k
Xcitainn V.
Brandon Smith and Arthur Bowles.

:-[.ergarten students from Nlary Johnson's class at
Elementary are shown with balloon puppets
:i'av they presented.

Eighth grade students at Callicwa 'Middle
School look at
schedules for high school with CCIIS guida
nce counselor
Marion O'Rourke. Pictured from front ti
back are Robert
Overhey, O'Rourke, Donnie Tipton arid David
Therrien.

_

. :, • • •.' - i`71 Margaret
7,:. .7,....:,e Stnipol are

Boone's sixth grade class at %Lirshown with [Jr. Joe Fuhrmann.
ho came and spoke to the class on the
N. . •
. P.,tured from left are Kim McNeely, Rebeccu ,,,r.Joe Fuhrmann and Rahul Taridon.

The students churned butter and Ricky tewart provided
sorghum to be served on the h;•j!:1,1des wheat bread.
Other foods sampled by Natalie M
a second grade
student in Doll Redick•s clas at I t ( alloy4ay Elementary. was fresh clI(ilnut. yogurt. std isser seeds. kiwi.
tangelos, breadsticks. rice and pi i;, rn eakes.
nacho chips, 'raisin bran muffin 'Jr
olktdil hot dog bits
in bar-b-que sauce.

Student of the Week

Chris Weatherly. a senior at Murray High School, has
been named Student of the Week by WSJP-Radio and
Century 21. Weatherly. the son of James and Pat Weatherly of 1519 Canterbury. is involved in speech, the school
musical and senior play. soccer, track and serves as assistant editor of the school newspaper. Pictured from left are
Bob Rogers of Century 21, Weatherly and N1HS principal
Bill Wells.

School
proudly
for the
period:

NINTH GRADE ALL A'S - Mike Arnett,
Bethany Call. Clay Cowan, Jennifer Dowdy.
Ruth A Ferguson, Michael Haney, Tom
Henninger, Emily Leslie, Marti McClard.
Tina Murphy. Jason Neale, Paige Patterson.
Jaime Pigg, Josh Rooerts, Nicole Ross.
Neal Simmons. Leah Stuart, Cager Thompson and Jasmi van Volkinburg
ALL A'S AND B'S - Chad Gray, Kevin
Tucker, Ben Buchanan. Beth Wilkerson.
Paul Camfield. Michael Donato. Amy
McKee, KIT Poole, Christy Scott, Kelita
Vance. Leah Baust. Sabrina Bowker. Chryste Carson. Seth Carson. Cassie Cooper.
Jason Cummings. Trice Dunn, David Gara.
Robert Gavin, David Lay. Jason Williams.
Elise Anderson. Joanna Assad. Jason Barnett. Rob Binford. Ricky Boyle, Emeline
Brown. Anthony Carroll, Paul Hart, Amanda
Jackson. Bryan Pierce, Alexia Schernpp.
Valerie Shelton and Christopher Tibbetts
10th GRADE ALL A's - Misty Ernstberger,
Se era H.... Heather Hos'ord, Kadonna Ran
coo". Saran Richter Penny Roberts and
Jennifer Turner
ALI. A's AND B'S - Cherisre De".
Mcrae. Assad. Sheila Bechard. Teresa
Gro". Natrarael Bazzell. Chris Clinton,
M.cr,iel Dale. Matt Garrison, Kelly Gupton,
Chr.sty R Stockwell. Butty Waldrop, Dawn
R Wison. Ronnie Baidwin. Todd Earwood.
Matthew Frzzell, Jonathan Hosford, Trisha
Mathis. Crristy Parrish. Heather Poat.
Ma:mew Price. Jason West, Susan Bucy.
Erica B,rkeen. Mac Dunn. Eric Johnson,
Becky Ke'so Jeremy McKee', Gaya
Tr,r-o e. Bonn .e Turner, Christopher M
T..,cker. Sarah Walker. Ken Carmode. KrysErnstberge-, Trent Gipson Sheri Tatock
and Jason Witte
11th GRADE ALL A'S - Seth 0 Arant,
Jason L Carson. Krystal M Foley. Darra A
M.tcrei, Nata le Ross and Holly D Walston
ALL A'S AND B'S - Keith A Ferguson,
Mc-ae Be". Ami Barnett, Tina L. Ma7lerry.
M
McK ney Adams. Kristen D Fairchild.
Candace Ja-ett, Shelly D. Rudolph, Jackie
ed Amy E Lamb. Effie Barnes,
Tonya Hughes Brittney Stuart. G nger L
Adams Mark D A lord. Kevin D Griggs,
Desnawn Josepri, Barry Ward and Allyson
(Joy) J Wyatt
12th GRADE ALL A'S - Nicole Anderson,
LaDaA- Cook. Je't Erocr. Renee Hayden,
B'
McC rc. Crysta. S Stalions and
Gro:er W Tiooetts
ALI. A'S AND B'S - Bryan M Anderson.
Lacon-a K Fox, A es' a G Griffn, Tracy
Ross
Scarbrough Jason B Yuii..
F Ho" J Cossey. Ray Fenne.
Mcrae. E Boyd, Jason C Adams. Tony P
Eack. Jon', Hudson, Deana C. Garner, Jenny L He-y, Bryan Hosford. James R
Wocc Ch• st-a A Bcranan Dawn M
Ca-'-e
Ryan Dawson. Lori A England.
s
Cr-,s Wyatt, Steoranie C
Ca-away. Ed Crapi-nar). Tammy C Huff
Tor McKn
Crrnsta Mi.by. Ben;ie E
Pa'er Brad Ray, M cnaei Rowe. Sara E
T•o-oso-. Arry M W.Ke•SOr. Cena WiseK's:
K•
J Cowa- Susan Herndon, Peter
J
ano. Amy M Neso tt. Georgara K
Rhoces, L.sa G Rickman, Leanne Vick.
C'a'
Anderson. Nancy E Armstrong,
Pdc-e e Banda-a APr Boswec) Michelle
A
Dorrna E Herndon. Denesnia D
ar
,'Les; L James Plc fir
Be- a- J
ght

I
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FIFTH GRADE AI.I. A'S - Autumn Alcott,
Morgan B anoen's^. p. E'len Ca-ow-ten Day d
Nathan H,,gres, Joey McKee'
K se" Nat-J. Josh Pr cc. Arnow.)
, Roil ns
and Brad S,mmons
ALL A'S AM) B'S - Lea Anderson, Adam
Bartr,A LaCosta Beane T'fany Bre.sford.
Cortney Cane•dy, Lou's Cnarett, Aar'
CraSe. Courtney Chr,St0Dre•. Megan Colson, Zacr Cunn,ngham, Bryan Dennison
Troy Doss. T•acey Downey Miche,*Fans:
Hay.ey,Fa, ey. Dara Foster, Jessica Gage
Max G•oson Trey Green, Liza Gr ?fin, Can
dace
ey Leigh Haverstock. Jeffrey
Hedges Louis Oil, John Hodge. Drew Ho.
ton Jen•I,le• HOpiuns. KI•T HOvVa'C. Mary
Kay Howard, O'Shea Hudspeth, Jeremy
Hunt. Brad Jackson. Matt Johnson. Jason
La'sw. Josnua Lovett, Jeanne Maddox
-. Ma•tg a, Ety McCarthy, Jeromy
.'e Adam hAcKnght Luke Mcheisor.
Moit Je'' Page. Rya" Pickers. Lear
7-)• Air's, Robyn Ragsda e, Michael Reed.
'.' • Stockton Jake TnJrmond, Jon,Vow.
reara Wa..ace M can Wi ) amis. Jenny
T•e,
t
Joey Woods arc
L t:•N Woo a• cge

Pope
Hous
charg
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SIVIH GR.114) ALL A'S - Ca,clo Ba-to
E saceth Breeding. Eizabern
Go•don. Ste,cra- e H
Ac,
Jennifer Lewis. Kat e McNeary
Ror,:, el Na.. ty. Harra Varha aho and
Da-e''e Woods
ALL A'S A‘1) B'S - K - A exander. Ross
C ao• Angela Co'sor Bryan Day s Karee
Fsc•- e• Angela Fitch, Jess ca Fre Cr'r,st
• G•"ms, Lynda Harrington Dan e
Ho.s
gery. Pa- el Hutchens. K• sten Jornson Max
J0^^60^ Adam Kiirlp, Joanna K ,nd S„sat•
1(.•!eb Travis Kyzrar, Crystal Mard•s
Man'r Kim McNee'y :1...nrisay Mr'.
Joseph tylehr. Adam Metan. Rebecca
• Josh Mitcriell, Al Plan Stephan .e
-ons. Brian Sinclair. Girge• S•0,
.•
•
Ta"C2Or Brent Undern 'A.
a' .=.• Adam We Is arc Sa•a
51.5 L NTH GRADE ALL A'S Baz
ze, Jaysor Br.tta•rl Carro, L C'
S'acey Foster Dane ie GICJVCf "a•e,
G-een. Nee y G•een. Ayson MO.
Greg
M er, Summer Roberson.
- Sriaw
T -o:ny Vaughan and Char es
.'ova
Al.L A'S A'AD B'S - Dust n Alton.
Jonathon Be,i, Beth Brockway Misty
Camp
A son Cantrell, Kerry Coson, Stephe
n
Crouch. Ethan Crum, Ryan Cunningham
B4O0‘111 Fry, Carrie Griffiths. Sean Haver
stock, Rebecca Hubbard, Rachel Hutson,
Ardrea Jackson, Heather Jedan. Erika
Jonrson. Jessica Jones. Amy McCarty. Sa,
an McNeal,. McheHe Moms Pr, yes'
Nathu. Just n Rouse. Sarah Snyder, Stacy
Thomas. Ellen Uddberg. Arnberly
Vance
Preston Weatherly. Jason West. Chad W.1
,oughby and Leg" Arr Yates

Ho
(Cont.,

(Coned on page II)

WE'RE PROUD TO USE
RECYCLED NEWSPRINT

Dr. Mason discussed various ways of caring
for our teeth.
He is demonstrating how- to brush our
teeth correctly to
first graders at North Calloway Eleme
ntary. He also
showed them how to use dental floss. As slide presen
tation
of different gum diseases concluded his
visit.
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Murray Middle School faculty
and administration proudly
announce the honor roll for the
third nine weeks grading period
which ended March 13:

,

Dr. Steven Schneiderman. chairman
of the engineering
technology department of the Coilt.'4e
of Industry and
Technology at Murray state LniversIty. was
at 'Calloway County High chool during guest speaker
neering Week in February.lhe focus this National Engiyear is on emironmental affairs. After he spoke to Ruth
Smith's geometry
classes on the technical prolclems to be
solved by our society, an activity period followed in which
the students
designed and created cereal boxes which
contai
ned the
same amount of cereal as some on the
market today, but
having less surface area in an effort to
save trees. Pictured
above, front left, are Kadonna Randolph,
Bonnie urner,
Jeff McClure and Eric Johnson. Pictured below
, from left.
are Leslie %%augh, Mac Dunn, Anti Barnet
t, Jason Haley
and Ginger Adams.

Calloway County High
faculty and administration
announce the honor roll
third nine weeks grading

Murray Middle
lists honor roll

Winners in the Conservation'Poster Contesti— llahitat:
The
Key To Wildlife'
. at East Calloway Elementary weve. front
left Josh Alderdick. •econd place: Seln 1,roga
n, first
place: and Jonath..n 1..i•g. third place. his is an annua
l
event at the sehoiii
oil student, and is coordinated hy
Marjorie Grady. Gru.".. e.th and I parent.;
- Fonda and Stephanie Wyatt's sevent
h, grade students from Calloway
Barry Grogan, atti • dud ihe. li i,t
l ( iiinserv ation Middle School constr
ucted a human digestive system and
Banquet.
explained how the system vvorked. Pictured from left
are
Nikki . Dick, Michelle Doron. Brandon, McCoy.
Brock
Jones. Cassie Maness and Patty Redden.

Mary Ann Carter's third grade class at
jr are shown visiting Murray City Cemetof tombstones. This culminated a
Ion making family trees. Pictured
are
Lane Dennison. .standing from left , Caroline
Tabitha Kent. Adaml Doss and Ben Smith.

;

Calloway High
releases honor
roll for period

Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrati
ve
staffs of the Murray Independent School District and
the
Calloway County. School District and edited by the staff
of
the Ledger & Times. Space allocated for each school
district is determined by the approximate ratio of students
in each district. Please direct your questionsand comme
nts
about area public schools to the Murray City Schools 05343631 or the Callovvav County Public Schools (753-28931.
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Civitans Ove to class

Official biography inaccurately
reports VFW membership for Hopkins
WASHINGTON (AP) — Kentucky Republican gubernatorial
candidate Larry Hopkins' official
biography inaccurately says he is a
membet of the Veterans of For
\
en
Wars.
Hopkins, a U.S. representative
from the state's 6th District, spent
his two years as a Marine entirely
in the United States, after fighting
had stopped in the Korean War.
The VFW limits its membership to
military personnel who Served
overseas in an officially recognized
campaign.
The biography, prepared by
Hopkins' congressional office, says
he is a member of VFW Post 313,
which is in Youngstown, N.Y.,
near Niagara Falls. "I have no
record of him, and the name does
not ring a bell," post Commander
William Mesler said Monday.
Larry Van Hoose, Hopkins'
administrative assistant, blamed "a
staff error" for mixing up VFW
Post 313 with American Legion
Post 313 in Lexington, where he
said Hopkins is a member.
Van Hoose also denied Monday
that Hopkins had misrepresented
his service as a Korean War veteran, and he took issue with recent
news reports suggesting that Hopkins had done so.
To join the American Legion, a
person must have served in the military during a wartime period but
not necessarily abroad — and not
necessarily when the fighting was
going on.
Van Hoose said he doesn't know
who made the mistake or when it
was made, but he said that several
years ago the wrong information
got into the biography and was
copied into new versions without
ever being caught.
As reported last week, at least
two reference books about members of Congress have indicated
Hopkins was in the Korean War,
and at a news conference Friday
Hopkins himself seemed to say the
same thing.
"I was in the latter part of the
Korean conflict," though not as a
combat soldier, he told reporters.
On further questioning, Hopkins
acknowledged he was not in Korea
at all as a Marine. "I have been to
Korea many times. Not during the
conflict," he said.
In fact, Hopkins enlisted in the
Marines June 29, 1954 — 11
months after the July 27, 1953,
signing of the armistice that ended
the fighting:
Hopkins' press secretary, Stephanie Collins, said Monday that
Hopkins' first visit to Korea was in
December 1981, which was three
years after his election to CongreSs.

Project Graduation No. 4 will be the concluding activity of the 1991
Senior Class at Calloway County High School. Pictured is Rowena
Emerson, president of Murray Civitan Club, right front, presenting
Karen Helm, CCHS faculty coordinator, a check for financial support
of the event. At left and right rear are Kristi Cowan and Amanda
Pierce, student coordinators, and in the rear center is Kenny Darnell,
Project Graduation Committee mgaillw„

New TVA director
wants to look around
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
New Tennessee Valley Authority
director William Kennoy says his
first order of business is to visit the
agency's various operations and get
a feel for what TVA does.
"I'm probably not going to be
spending much time in one place,"
Kennoy said in an interview The
Knoxville News-Sentinel published
Monday.
"I want to talk to as many TVA
employees and customers as possible. I'm going to be learning and
listening, so I plan to be traveling a
lot, going to all the facilities."
Kennoy, 53, was confirmed by
the Senate last week for a nine-year
term on the TVA board. He succeeds Charles H. "Chili" Dean Jr.,
whose term expired last May.
Kennoy joins chairman Marvin
Runyon and director John Waters
on the board of the largest utility in
the United States, as measured by
generating capacity. TVA serves
about eight million people in seven
states — Alabama, Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi, North Carolina,
Tennessee and Virginia.
A civil engineer by trade, Kennoy is the first Kentuckian to serve
on the TVA board in i th 58-year
history. He was recommended by
Serr. Mitch McConnell.,R-Ky.,and
nominated by President Bush.
Kennoy joins TVA at a point
when the agency's nuclear power
program is slowly coming back
into use. TVA was scheduled for a
hearjng Tuesday to ask the Nuclear.
Regulatory Commission for permission to restatt one unit at
Browns Ferry in northern Alabama.

Pop star Whitney
Houston, brother
charged with assault
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Pop
singer Whitney Houston has been
charged with misdemeanor assault
and threatening in Fayette County,
according to a broadcast report.
In a copyright story, WKYT-TV
in Lexingtop reported Monday
night that the singer and her
brother Michael Houston are being
charged with fourth-degree assault.
The vocalist also is charged with
terroristic threatening, also a misdemeanor, the television station
reported.
The station said the criminal
complaints were made last Friday
night in Lexington, the night before
a Whitney Houston concert in
Rupp Arena.
After reviewing the complaints
made by two people, the Fayette
County Auorney's office recommended that a summons notifying
the Houstons of the charges be
issued, and a juage has authorized
that the summons be signed,
according to WKYT.
The county attorney's office
would not discuss the specifics of
the complaints or the names of the
people who filed them.

Honor...
(Coned from page 10)
EIGHTH GRADE ALL A'S - Keisa Bennett, Dana Blankenship, Amy Bryan,
Rachel
Cone. Lori Cook, Angela Fairbank
s. David
Graves and Amanda Haneline
ALL A'S AND B'S - Adam Blalock,
Wade
Denton, Jenson Douglas, Jennifer Gill,
Elizabeth Harrington, Allison Hocking
, Caleb
Johnson, Crystal Johnson. Joel
Ketha Kendall-Holmes. Mary Johnson,
,
Shawn Manners, Patricia MaxwellMaddox
. Casey
McNutt, Connie P ne, Tracy
Pervine,
Jason Rouse, Vicki
•
Jan i Vanha-Aho. Ryan Vanovw Paul Scott,
and Mann
ew Westphal

Two nuclear power units are in
operation, both at the Sequoyah
plant near Chattanooga. Two other
plants, each with two reactors, arc
under construction but unlicensed.
Kennoy said he is not familiar
enough with the TVA nuclear program to have an opinion on it yet.
"I'm cognizant of the health and
safety part of the program, but I'm
pretty open-minded," Kennoy said.
"As a businessman, I weigh all of
these things. I think nuclear power
has a role to play in meeting
TVA's needs, but I need to talk
and learn about this as much as I
can."
Kennoy is the principal and chief
executive officer of Kennoy Engineers Inc. in Lexington, Ky., an
environmental engineering firm
that employs between 25 and 50
people.
Kennoy said the company works
on water and sewer facility
improvements, designs and supervises construction of dams and
reservoirs, inspects dams for the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and
assists city utilities with rate structures, planning and financial
packaging.
His work in the private sector
has helped prepare him for the
directorship, he said.
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DE
AR ABBY
by Abigail Van Buren

She said he has made stops there
since.
Van Hoose said Hopkins has
never claimed to have fought in
Korea and was referring only to
being in the Marines at the time of
the Korean War.
Van Hoose referred to a statute
that defines "Korean conflict" as
beginning June 27, 1950, and
ending Jan. 31, 1955. "It could not
be plainer. lie (Hopkins) spoke
absolutely factually,' Van Hoose
said. "...His statement was backed
up by federal law."
The law, which Collins said
comes from a section dealing with
veterans' benefits, also defines
World War II as ending Dec. 31,
1946 — instead of Sept. 2, 1945,
when Japan surrendered. According
to the statute, the SpanishAmerican War ended in 1902, not
December 1898, when the peace
treaty was signed.
Asked whether it's not misleading to use the statute date for the
end of the Korean War, Van Hoose
said no, additlg, "I think the press
misled."
A spokeswoman for the Marine
Corps, Maj. Nancy LaLuntas, was
asked Monday what the Marines
consider to be the dates of the
Korean War. Referring to a Department of Defense reference book.
she replied June 25, 1950, to July
27, 1953.
Hopkills' office provided a copy
of his 1979 membership card in
American Legion Post 313. and
Sandra Carmichael, past Kentucky
president of the American Legion
Auxiliary, said Hopkins is now a
member of the post.

DEAR ABBY:One recent Sunday
morning. I went to the grocery store
to do my weekly shopping. I was
selecting some bananas when I noticed a small billfold lying among
them.
I picked it up and looked around
for the owner,but not seeing anyone
,
I took the billfold directly to the front
desk of the store, then returned to
my shopping.
Soon afterward,a lady came up to
the desk and asked if anyone had
turned in a billfold. The clerk returned it to her, then pointed me out
as the person who had found it. This,
woman marched over to me and said.
"I need the money you took out of my
billfold!" '
For a moment I was too shocked
to speak, then I told her I took her
billfold directly to the clerk when I
found it.
She said, opening the wallet for
effect. "Well, I had S474 in here, and
now its gone!"
I said,"I'm sorry, but I didn't take
your money!"
She gave me a dirty look and then
marched off.
Abbv, I was in a blind rage clear
through to the meat section, then I
calmed down and told myself that
she was upset about losing her Money
and simply took it out on me.
But upon reflection, I then concluded that 'that was no excuse for
her accusation. What do you think?
HONEST SHOPPER
IN ('HARLESTON. W.VA.
DEAR HONEST SHOPPER:
You're right, her accusations
were based on circumstantial
evidence, which is all she had to
go on. In all probability, someone had found her billfold containing the $48, removed the
money and tossed the empty
billfold among the bananas
where you found it. Her anger
was misdirected.

*4*

DEAR ABBY: I am the
mother of
a large family. I have
several children and grandchildren, too. I have
never interfered in any of their
marriages or gone to anyone's home
uninvited. I am always ready to help
them out if they need me.
My oldest granddaughter is getting married in June. I'm not even
sure I will he invited. But frankly,
since she hasn't spoken to me in a
year and a half. I really don't care to
go. I have never said an unkind word
to or about her, nor have I ever forgotten a birthday or Christmas. ( I
have never received a word of
thanks.
. I can't go to her wedding and
pretend to have a good time. I will go
to the church, however, to witness
the'ceremony.
Some of my children are in agreement: others are not. Please advise
me. My daughter and I have a very
good relationship.
NAMELESS GRANDMOTHER

DEAR NAMELESS GRANDMOTHER: You will probably
receive an invitation to the
wedding,so if you want to avoid
the reception and go only to the
church, that's your privilege.
Suit yourself. The bride will
probably be too caught up in the
excitement of the occasion to
take notice of your presence or
your absence.
* * *

CONFIDENTIAL TO"WANTS
TO BE A SUCCESS": If you sincerely want to be a success —
work, and work hard. The dictionary is the only place where
"success" comes before "work."
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SECRETARIES WORK UKE PIANI- rIN SHORT, WE HAVE ALL
THE NI
ACS FOR DEADLINES WE CAN'T
PRESSURES Of BUSINESS WITH
CA/MK...POLICIES WE CAN'T
NONE Of THE POWER, /MAKING
ALTER.. CO-WORKERS WE CAN'T
OURS THE HIGHEST -STRESS
CHOOSE... CUENT5 WE CAN'T '
30B IN THE OffICE!
4E11 AT ANC MEETINGS WE
t
CAN'T GO TO!

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:

out. A loved one shares a wonderful
secret: you will both benefit.
Glamorous acquaintances, unexVIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
pected des elopments and a unique
Spruce up your appearance. You will
travel offer lie .iust ahead. Practicalfeel brand-new and look great. too.
ity 'must reign in September it sou
Get out and see old friends, meet
want to increase sour earnings. Polpeople and enjoy the view.
ishing your communication skills
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Act
could lead to new emplosment next
on your hunches, particularly if they
tiovember. A trip you take in Deinvolve your career. Seize an opporLcmber will prose sery - rewarding. tunity
to share secrets or meet priCount'on romance to turn serious in
vately with VIPs. Who you know —
Februars 1992. Wedding bells could
rather than what you know — will
ring hs this time next spring!
count most today.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov.21):
THIS DATE: singer Barbra Strei- Steer clear of people
with whom yqu
sand. actress Shirks MacLaine. poet
have little in common. Make full use
Robert Penn Warren. actress Jill Ireof the valuable contacts you have
land.
cultivated behind the scenes. Keep,
ARIES March 21 -April 19): Be your bills in mind if planni
ng new
alert to the possibility of deception
purchases.
surrounding finances. Someone may.,
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
try to take you tor a ride. An unex21): Refuse to let aggressive people
pected job offer could give you a
at work upset your applecart. Avoid
wonderful opportunity to earn muchgetting involved in office power
needed cash.
play s. Come to grips
those
TAURUS I .April 20-May 20): A miscellaneous jobs you with
have been
surge of optimism is created by a
postponing.
series of pleasant events. You can
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
achiese s our heart's desire! An interCtet ready to make an exciting disesting titer that comes out of the blue
covery or journey toglay. A lively
could he just what sou need.
discussion could lead to an excellent
GEMINI May -21-June 20: You
agreement. Limit your spending:
may hate certain financial concerns: postpone
making major purchases.
assess your options thoroughly. Be
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
careful not to neglect routine busiDo not try to rush influential people
ness matters. An authority figure may
into making decisions. Get on with
be es abating your job performance. routine work
and keep to yourself as
CANCER (June 21 -July 221: much as possible. Travel
may not be
Your intuition rings true — ou know
particularly helpful now.
eXactls what to do. Domestic matters
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
are under firmer control than in the
Wishful thinking and hasty financial
recent past. Comparison shopping
moves could cost you.Doeverything
will help you get more for your
ou can to protect your money. Lismones .
ten respectfully to other people'l
LEO iJuly 23-Aug. 22): Take the views. Taking an extreme position
rosier view and make plans based on
will backfire.
the assumption that they will work

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
WHY,

E3‘7`JPi

DONTUSE THE
MILK IN 11-1E.
MEASOR I NIG0.-UP

1441.1

GARFIELD
A FEW 611'-0P6 A PAY, AN?
I'LL HAVE A FL. AT STOMACH

0.
..
((

(YO° SHOULD BE POIN
)
G
THE SAME,GA RCIEL V

a

varA°11%
4

• •

•

al
t

•

PEANUTS

TODAY'S CHILI)R EN will leave nothing to chance. They like to know
where they are headed and plot their every move in
advance. Teachers and
employers will quickly come to depend on these reliabl
e Taureans. They are
often better at making and managing money for other
people than for
themselves. Family4w ill always take precedence with them.
They selflessly
sacrifice their own desires to ensure their loved ones'
comfort and financial
secUrif.t.

LOHAT WOULD HAPPEN
IF I JUST STOOD MERE

WE'RE STUDYING EXCLAMATION POINTS TODAY
YOU'D 60TI-IROVE44 LIFE NOT KNOWING WHERE TO
PUT THE EXCLAMATION POINT..,

AND DION T GET ON

Ti4E SCHOOL BUS'

(You.an rum act a perwwiallied daily horoscope from /cane Dixon based on your nun
both date It .osts
only 115 .ents per minute. Call I -911l9911-7755

4 23

RIGHT AFTER
SUPPERTI ME!

•-•••••

I Toorder a res ix-a and updated sop,of leane Dixon's best-tellies book."Yesterday. Today
and Fore.er
How Astrology Can Help You Find Your Place in God's Pisa:seed Sa.95 plus Si ramp and handling
to
Dixon. Andrews an•13411,4eel. P.O. Sot 119150. Kansas City. Mo.61111. Make checks
payable to Andrews
and 5k'Neel ,
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THE 1URRAY LEDGER & TIMES

TUESDAY, APRIL 23, 1991

CLASSJIIEDS

020

090

Notice

BID FOR
BARGAINS
CLEAN-UP
SALE

WANTED
TO BUY

LEARN TO DRIVE
. TRACTOR TRAILERS
*tifk , ENCE
NEEDED

ALLIANCE

Dark air-cured,
dark fire-cured
or burley base.
Please Call
492-8566
after 5 p.m.,

• -.b. IC**4 MAUR 1 HAIMMG (.1_14Ti
LEBANON* TII

Listen to WSJP
1130 AN1 this
ll'hursday. April
25 from 9:30
til ?. This is
your last
chance to get
some fantastic
bargains.

Storage Buildings

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1991 Camaro RS. loaded
01143445 $31230 mo'
Call Gene at 753-2617
'Plus Tax, Title & License
48 Me Closed End Lease

818 S600 8112 $750 806
$900 Variety of sizes 8
styles Give us a call
competition wit fill

1991 MEDICARE
INFORMATION

The Medicare Cate
strophic Coverage Act
has been repealed Your
need has never been
greater for •comprehen
sive Medicare Supplement plan Deductibles,
co-insurance and 'mina pproved' charges can
cause your out of pocket
expenses to mount up
The Part A deductible
ycu, or your insurance,
mast pay has been in
creased to $628 in 1991
For more information
call

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199

240

Help
Wanted

ShuatIon
Wanted

•EARN EXTRA INCOME
Earn $200 $500 weekly
mailing 1991 Travel brochures For more information send a stamped
addressed envelope to A 1
Travel
Box
P 0
430780-B1 South Miami
FL 33143

MAO S Errand Service of
fers housesitting grocery
shopping postal and bank
ing needs, etc 753-9630
Mon Fri 8 5 References

INSI. RAN( E
APPRAISER SDJUSTER.
Independent adjustment company seeks auto appraiser/
adjuster for Northwest Tenn
area Will consider pan time
or full time employ ee Applicant must base pnor insurance
claim expercn*C and furnish
transportatii-,Submit resume
to PO Boi z.st. Pans, rs.
38242.

Miscellaneous
KINGSIZE waterbed
5mos old will sell, cheap
753-6470
MATCHIN8 sofa. loveseat
and chair Excellent condition $400 negotiable
753-8969

WILL clean houses and of
fic.es in and around Benton
and Murray area For infor
mation call 527 3935 or
753 4225

65

WILL do house cleaning or
sit with elderly Call after
7pm 753 1016

Antiques
ATTN Antique Dealers
Spaces to rent now available Hazel Ky Call
492-8175
nights
901-247-5518

inn
Business
Opportunity

DOUBLE WIDE SALE
Over l34Osqfi 4br 2 bat'
frost free refrigerator De
luxe tOroughout Reduced
to $24 900 with tree under
pinning Gateway Mobile
Homes 527-1427

PATIO stones 2-x8"x16"
gray or red 69c ea Also
2"x 12'square or hexagonal MUST sell 12•70 3br 2
patio stones gray or red lust bath Needs' some repair
$1 69ea We have red 753 9413
octagon -square paving
NEW 1991 1470 Clayton
stones for 55c ea and 18"
3br 2 bath Must see the
square brickfaced patio
quality and decor in this
stones $3 69 Coast to
beautiful home Only
Coast Hardware 753 8604
$13 900 at Gateway Mcbile
Homes 527 1427
PINE Bark Mulch or Nug
gets 2cu ft bag only $2 59
SOUTHERN Livin 1991
ea Top soil 40Ild bag lust
1E0(70 3br 2 bath frost free
$1 79ea Potting soil 40Ib
refrigerator
Carpet
bag only $1 99 ea Also
throughout Reduced to
1gal 511e Shrubs or
516 900 with free micro
Azalea s are lust $2 99 ea
wave Gateway Mobile
Coast to Coast Hardware
Homes 527 1427
753 8604

SWEET Nellie s Antiques
in Draffenville for the finest
'ot.r 291, re*, of s.--see'
textile collection in the area
Over 125 quilts and coverL. E. Williams
LAWN ma.rtenance care
lets
All discounted
help needed Experience a
489-2663.
10-15% Victorian Whites
plus Retirees welcome To
Contact
and fine needlework plus
apply call 436 5805
TWO homes to be removed
FEMALE needs roommate
unusual Smalls furniture
Iron' present sites at 201
to share house for room/
LOOKING tor nonest de
china, 8 glass 527-1018
South Eighth Street and
pendable person to live in
board 753 '129
3 ? miles north of Benton
721 Poplar Street Will sell
Close
CHRISTOPHER S COINS
with elderly lacy Must have
to
Cowl
On Hwy 641
144
LENDERS say YES to all to highest bidder Time limit
is expanding' We now otter
excellent referenws For
Square on 5th St
Want
type loans to bad credit On removal For more infor Complete
stamps and stamp lupplies
more informal on call
Mobile
$160 00 Der month
To Buy
mation call or see adminiand to no collateral
along with silver dollars
489-2644
Homes For Rent
Residential &
strator Murray-Cailoway
305-733-7303
Call Teo Delaney
100 ACRES more or less
proof sets, U S and foreign
Co Hospital 762-1101
MALE wants roommate to
LPN, CMA or M,_"'" needed of rough and
Commercial
753-1916 for more
coins and coin supplies
within 15
'or busy physicians office
chare a 20r 2 oath trailer at
PLANTER for sale AC 333 Coins and stamps are
miles of Murray 753 4658
information
great
Lawn & Building
Riviera courts $235 mo
Send resume with refer
No till pianter 144' frame hobbies. they also
make Must provid
ences to PO Box 1040B ANTOUES ny the piece Or
e a reference
7-74 Series roller chain un- wonderful gifts and
Maintenance
invest
collections Ca.- 753 9433 its 4 insecticide boxes
Murray Ky 42071
Ex- ments Visit us today at the 762 4904
atter 5cm
'REE ES- VA-E
cellent condition Reason- Ox-Yoke Antique
MATURE reliable permit
Store NEWER 2br 14x60 very
354-6624
able price Call (at night) (Hazel) Treasure
CASH for mob e home
ling cierk to' rapidly grow
House nice mobile on private lot
1 615 373 8666
and Book Rack (Murray)
Walt. to Jonathon Creek
ng trucking company Must fres 7 $12 eacn We .,
REWARD Lost dog Small
the Mercantiie (Aurora) and Lease depost 354 6248
htATHIS
have knowledge of 48 state `"-erric.-• 5 7 2932
brown Chinuahua No colthe Book Shelf (Paris) We
TRANSMISSION
requiremerts state order
lar Center Ridge area near
* flit CLASSIFIEDS
a,
P
buy coins and stamps and RENT or rent to own 2br
Specializing
ing procedures etc Fast 437
in
lake 436 2402 or collect
438 7
mobiie home in Pirates
Whether you re in the
appr
aise estates
front wheel drive.
movin
g
b.siness On'y
615-790-0947 after 5pm
Cove Recreational Deve
market for a washing
502 753-4161
overdrive, foreign
qualified personnel need
GOLF clubs mens and wo
lopment near Aurora Ky
machine or a gym set
& domestic. 12
apply Contact Edw.na
mens) Mens Palmer Ax- SCHOOL bus seats for Recreation
Anicle
s
al facilities
months or 12xxx
you'li find it ill
1 • 8 0 0 5 2 1 - 0 3'6
iom
irons
(sw 3 irone 1yr sale $10 each '53 4545
available to renters or own
For Sale
mile warranty.
901-644-0040
,*the
old also women s Power- 759-1823
ers For nformation ca
624 N. 4th
Murray
bill countess ,rons PW 3
75: 26'3
MURRAY based home 386 TOWER Computer
Murray, Ky.
TOPS
OIL
pickup Or we
55 8 Over Need a lob/ Call health
iron) For more information
25MHZ 8Orneg hard drive
care agency has im
753-6374
753 0277 Or SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
753-0929 for information
call Tim at 753-8355 during deliver
EGA color monitor 1 2 meg
mediate opening *or full
day or 753-5904 at night 759-1090 Welch Sand arid •;:es-tric cr gas Walking ells
5 I " drive has software on
time delivery person Suc
AVON needs 10 represen
Gravel Hwy 641N Almo :arse to coilege 753•5209
hard
cessfu
drive
l
candidate would be
tatives Free make-up com•
$1995
Ky
THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON
354
6600
dependable sard work
puter for those who qualify
WOODEN storage bu..c1
a- s'
Call for detsi;s
• 8HP SNAPPER riding lawn
Heating
ings 8)(16 starts at $1095
Hower Good condition
BACK by pcpu ar demand
And Cooling
1006 $142450 12.24
$290 489 2189
House of Lloyd Party plan is
$2395 Other sizes a.a
•
i • condition
hiring supervisors for your
able Acree Portable B. Id
APPROX 175yds dark
I 311,•
•J':
,:)!Ll and above
area No investment Call
ings 502 247 7831
brown used carpet in good
Cad 753 7953
1-800-264-2166
shape Make me an otter
—
NEEI
A
753-3672 after 5pm
CARPENTER needed
Par 3 Golf Course
GED' Hope
• • • r(
Business
Must have experience
•
may
"
• u,00 GIRLS 'win bed with doll
Business
Golf
Carts
1-7•77
,-;
Services
759-9780
nut have • tit
house ,eadboard $25
Per
• ./1
,t111It it
school
Lighted
•r
St
3pc 5--t Remo drums
t*
DUE to expansion Dc-'ma
SHARP copiers Author
7_,ARsr::•_.., oetween
$100 '.1-rray 5hp lawn
Driving Range
cf Mi„rray requires
ized dealer for sales ser
"53 4507.
mower 2:1 cut 16" rear
par:
e o'fice help you 21 We ars ar E E
vice supplies, parts and
Miniature Golf
can t'yoe woros weil with Protect is funded ty t`e. wheels, use:: lir $125
rental units Local corn
Western Kentucky Pr-vale 753-6684
320
pany Call 1-800248 4319
pecoe have a peasant
Softba
ll
&
Apartments
upbeat ansule and enjoy industry Council J P A
JVC
Baseb
video
all
movie camera
Cali JTPA Out Of Soho°,
For Rent
work ng in a small welioun
•
with
carrying case and lots
7 5 3
Batting Cages
9 3 7
ottice we at to hearlfrom
1BR
of accessories $475
furnished apartment
8a rn .
- 1 32a m
Lessons By
yo Pease mail resume to
Close to university and hos753-9625
Appointment
302 S 8••• Street Suite NEEDED energetic well o•
pital Some utilities paid
1.2%50 partaliy ',rnishec
28 1 es
Jimmy Sullivan PGA Pro
•
tseephOne ga-.zed person with above LARGE r ea•y safe $350
753-8756 or 753-4012
Air
w(d
stove
refrige
753-1
rator
363
cais
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
average typing sec-etana:
candi
Set up or ,ented ict Also 2br furnished
dates A
Velvet Jones
apartPosition is with loca
'X•:acted perSIILLIONAIRES
759 9847 after 5pm
ment Close to campus
spra y
-tsrview
cs pant_
751-1
152
tit pa•t-time sec.relary S•:nn; BL RS'S CAND
12.60 partially elesshed Wdter paid- Avairabre gay
MURRAY, KY
Y IS BACK
ELF.CTRICI N•
12 f$210 mo No pets
resume to PO ac. •
_
underpinning and
tity
IN Mt kRA1 Charlie's
753 59(30
M.rray Vy 4207'
pole
0
$1500
382
2438
a'
Safe-1 Pharr:a,.
posit: xri li.gr • _nix :gra
ter 5pm
1 or 2 bedroom apartment
•
duate. or equisia:un:, with at NEED fuli time sooks ova!
i 4
ORDER the spa designed
1974 GRANDVILLE 12t65 753-4t09
0 • - was' e•
least foie year< :tpenence resses
ars_r(
y
:sys
Murray
Hot Tubs
we,
in the r•eld iir
2br 2full baths New carp,!! 2BR duplex
'•5 S 13M St
_L•••••
-••••*7
in Westwood
y App
wallpaper and t•eak.er $295 mo
required Muo be able to
759 4406
white southern bell
•
instal; eltictrical services
parei $4709 436 2639
- Cress Size 9 Pink
2BR energy efficient duand cir._uits V.,l he re
1991 14)150 2br '1 bate plex New
aced in white $75
quired :o install, ccinswuu•
paint extra
Total electric WT. hoosus clean
4:• 2'01
Central HA. ap,;
dltrnir.t.0 and
make Me
under
pinne
t.otat
d
ed R. p(,ances Available now
A FIREWOOD for sae
chani,41 and electrical re
.0.."- 7E_Li7E dish &Ampiica
era Cts Lot 7 383014' Coleman RE
437-4667
pairs to all types of eiectn
753-9898
$400 CEO John
cal lines and equipment for PERS:'. wante
24tt
PERR
Y
travel
ea
,..e( re tractor model 50
er
A
BRAN
d 'or
D new brick duWOOD for sale 753 9745
university facilities Must olf:ar,r--...; aiso some
self contained. skirted
ACROSS
pe* 2tir ac gas heat. all
:nt $3.-s0 OBO 753 1458
Answer to Previous Puzzle
COnSrneS
demonstrate/ the ability to ottice wore W iitra,
sulat
underp
ed,
in,(id Et appliances
•
No pets
1 Hagga
SMit.r._- fa., top desk $85
s.'
work as a tear. exercising persor Be aole
rd
cellent condition brick pa 753 7688
to w
Or 759 4703
47 CatAses
ha;:
neroine
tani
,
et
immed
brass
iate
tio privacy fence See at n.ghts ,
supervision weekendc . flexible hours
trim $65.
- Al
50 Sodium
Miscellaneous
4 Heoroviv
22 Stever 0 :rack shot rite
over, one Electrician B A reliabie Good work,rg con
Grogans Traiier
R -0-- S E.rt 94E
D
RAPIER
symbol
letter
FURNISHED apartments,
.•. :or o • on $'50
valid drP.er'S ].cerise is re
AGREE Carports 12421
itions Must have hone Very goo,
II
52 A Roorr
0 M-E L C"r Sil[R-A.lapor
CLAY
TON
1991
1 4 wide efficiency 182 bedroom
CB': 73 8573 a‘ter
euired War, S' 78 per :".' ore. Write with detail
Reg $1295 on sale for
,
with a _
s
Calling
NAB
ots
of options Pay714.:r1.-, and sleeping rooms
SM-E -E
E
E R 1 -ki.
hour Apply at Personnel FO Box '232 Pvt.-a
$756 20x21 re.g $1795 on
Also
sa Chapeau
y,
.
'a More frigid
leSS than $140
A C E S
renting for May Zimmer
ANT S
Services, Murray State Cni- 42071
NAG
sale
56 Narcotic
for
$1156
Near
Call
Mayr,..)str, 753.3488
way
Mobi
le
man
sersity Murrav • KY 420.71
MELTS. TEAL
Apts S 16th St
58 Pace for
field 247 7831
16 Spherical
L E
527 1427
owlk ;a0),
753-6609
com cat
ER Good
body
S
DIA
ATLAS Claus metal athe
60 Greek ier•er
oition -eaoy to 'use
18.Speck
AS
PEE L
JN eotd National company
LIA N A
$2500 Two 12e service
apply in Tx • •
_
61 Sues
19 Hysor
Ford erg ne $1750
,
eeds
'SPA
te emarketers
STOW
counters ore 16t1 service
RUE-DRoyale
favorite
753 4389 or 7 3 5960
2 1 Paradise
5 9pm No experience
63 To •ne
HINT
counter $920, tor aui
22 Alternative
TORT
SALES Person
necessary Call 753-2028
DEU
65 Fiu" Ise
7534424 days i 753 3632
word
-E r Rin-H E
PERR S
D 0
nomsary needs somec•
Offering loss impact ..1erobic Classes
hair
22 Welcomed
nights
ELEC
T
RICIA
N B. Full-SIMI-LE
SEMPERwin- some sales expe•
66 12
26 Negative
I UCS & Thurs. NIorttiit2 9-10 a.m.
urre
posiLo
n High school ence. and knowledge
Appliandes
ELECTRIC baseboard
illEA--N-KrSI E
67 Beast sf
29 Arrov• poison
0 D E.
graduate, or equivalent, w.ith Plumb
id?
heater
s
buroe
5yrs
ing
old 6 & 8tt
and building 31 War god
GE refrigerator white
at icast two years expenence ter
mom
$50 a piece Call 759 1479
ais Myers Lu- rite
33 Mother
&
%%ed
. 12:15-1 p.m.
$1 00 Good condition
DOWN
Lne field of electncity re- 002 S
34 0 Connor iD
voicar
4th
'.1 .• 759-1040 leave message
FA
BR
IC•F•
quired
Mc
b
•
2
I•
abric
P.Jsitir
Decor
includ
in
9
ate
es as35 High card
/c4.\A
5 Wear awa'y
'53 6450
C,ore,r- and to
Spring fancies arriving da.ly,
10 Encountered
sisting in the installation of
38 Still
Beginning April 29
6 Genera
oa•
Bridal
too"
SHEE
'2 For exarY'r.iie
T metal appre•- • •
electrical services and cir
Country Re
39 At home
aspect of a
2 :.-.et•es•
c•
Home
(,f hi
mnants Hwy 65 64 1 Ina!fen
cants installing, constructing. needed for local
40 Behold'
-landscape
-84.1ornic
Furnis
hings
To
14 Concerning
regis
•
ter
Ky
next
1 Juinterestand
,N1u
condit
to
7
air
disman
s( Call:
ioning
As
Bonan
tling
za
far
and
as
makin
g me
leity
17 Second of a
Marshall ,County lfram cpm
,ng
8 Sailor s
chanical and electrical repairs ness Please ca 703 ;3'2' BEDROOM suite
4 Martinique
Robi
n
Brit
tain
753includ
7597
es
series
Mon Sat
patron saint
to all types of electrical lines from 8am 4 30p- tsr bed, chest triple
dresser
20 Mature
appoi
ntmen
t
and equipment for university
and mirror regular mat24 Peruse
4
other related
tress and Cox springs
6
a
25 Scottish
•0
ST
AY
'sr
.-cu.- a'c' make
duties as as. gned by supervi$350 753 4364 after
river
sor Musi possess a valid $100 day or msre Over 5 30pm
12
13
27 Leave oui
400 companies
norne
driver's licersel Salary $6 58
28 Makes into
and 0 stnbutors CREAM floral overstuffed
16
per hour Apply at Personnel work
leather
17
18
now Cal 'or amazing de
sofa Excekent condition
Services, Murray State Lni
29 -- of Man
ta
ig
3'4 57E 3843 cot
759-1893 .
30 Cozy corner
20
versav
Murray
,
21
,
KY 42(171
22
7000
Sal Oast or32 British
EUEJMFV II
ETHAN Alen maple table/6
1.ararteed
machine gun
23 24
chairs waterbed with 6
26 27 28
GENERAL office work
3
36
7R
grei
Maoin
se
WANTED Landscape De
drawers and nightstand
TuesSat
9am
6pm
Send
29 30
32
33
42 Den
resume to PO Box 1040K signer Able to draw plans sofa and loveseat Frig'
and meet with customers dare self cleaning drop-in
44
Murray Kg 42071
34
35 36 37
Need good knowledge of electric rangelavacoda Fri38
Wednesday
39
plant material 759 1028 g da ire refrigerator/
HIRING 1st and 2nd shift
46 Habituate
40
41
48 unkempt
42
Welders and general help 5 epin
avacoda 120sq yd green
4344
49 Proprietor
328-8990
shag carpet. 1972 SE
45
46
51 g
Site of T al
45 49
Dodge Chargecone owner
IMMEDIATE OPENING
Mahe'
Cub cadet, 10hp hydro dr
Situation
Micro-Comp
54 Imitates
50 51
uter Technical
753 5342
52
Wanted
53 54 55
55 Father s Day
S upporV Sales Eprperience
LAWNS mowed Quality QUEEN size waterbed with
56 57
in D-Base Ill. Lotus ac
58
59
60
56 Washington
counting operations and work for lowest possible 2 sets of drawers New
price
motionless mattress
61
other software essential
References
62
64
57 Rodent
Dresser with mirror chest
Must be highly motivated 753-6986
UUUU
63UUUU 59 Silver symbol
of drawers
and able to work well with
$350
,
62 Bone
66U
others College degree WILL do housekeeping 753 6588
Auction held jointly with
64 Sun god
Call
7arn
6pm
753 8417
preferred Salary plus
QUEEN size waterbed
commission Mail resume WILL wash and wax
mobile Has book case headboard
to Computer Position 1042 homes
Call Starks with mirror walnut
stain
Mineral Wells Avenue
Brothers Mobile Home $100 0E30
Clues for today's crossword puzzle
Itrr Pas - hall . Broker
Fisher baby
.
'Extension #702
502-753-5814
Pans, TN 38242 before Parts and Suppl
ies
bear
wood
stove
$50 OBO
1Lm
May 1
- Auctioneer
753-2922, 753 2753
502-435-4144
753-8953 after dpm

R&J

Maintenance
Co.

Local sandwich & yogurt business. Exc.
business opportunity.

Video Elite
618-5241388

OFFICE SPACE
FOR RENT

BUYS ARE
WAITING...

-.4 Ledger & Times

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

-s.„HEIG-R-A-S

UUUU'4
•
UUU
UUUUN
UU

t•-

,

,

Tues. April 30, 10 a.m. at Sue &
Charlie Restaurant in Aurora Ky.
on 11w. 68 & 80. Known for
many years for its fine fish
dinners I& service.
Terms: 1
down day of sale - Bal. in 30

days with passing of deed.
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Estate Auction
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Terry Paschall Real Estate

1-900-454-3535
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NICE 1,2
Furnished,
Also 1-3b
house W/
9-5 753
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NOW ava
ment with
pets Le
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2BR dui
Extra ni
hook-up
Northwa

12x44 trailer 753-0507 a
ter 5pm

LANDSCAPE Lava Rock
lcu tt bag only $1 50 ea
Black rock 50Ib bag $1 50
ea We also have sanitized
play sand 50Ib bag only
$2 19 and Lawn Lime 40lb
bag only $2 39 ea Coast to
Coast Hardware 753 8604
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28R duplex with carpet
Extra nice washer/dryer
hook-up Central HA
Northwood 753-4487
NEAR University Large
2-bedroom apt Has large
living room Large kitchendining area and ample
closet space Range, refrigerator, dishwasher, disposal, snd washer-dryer
hookup Fully carpeted
Electric heat and air Well
insulated $275/mo
$275dep 759-1301, Mon
thru Fri 9am-4pm
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CLASSIFIEDS

380
Apartments
For Rent

TUESDAY, APRIL 23, 1991

Pits
& Stipples
AKC yellow Lab puppies
8wks $150 males $125
females 753-5211
HAVE an obedient safe
dog for show or home
Classes or professionally
trained Serving Murray for
over 12yrs 436-2858

Homes
For Sale

Used
Cars

Services
0th red

3BR brick 5 miles south
east 1360sq ft , 1 bath 1
acre wooded lot, new well
and septic Mid $40s
436-2742

GOVERNMENT SEIZED
vehicles from $103 Corvettes, Chevys, Porsches, and
other confiscated properties For Buyers Guide
(800) 772-9212 ext 1774
Also open evenings and
weekends

A1A T ENTERPRISE
Ex
cavabog Dozer, backhoe
trucks Levies. roads. drive
ways, parking lots, septic
tanks, foundations
basements, gravel, dirt, ponds
753-0577

530,

Roy Hill

*

Four Star *
Mobile Home
Parts & Serr ice

Backhoe Service

Get Your Home
BEAUTIFULLY decorated
Ready For Spring!
ranch brick Great family
ALPHA Builders CarpenMiller Air Conditioners
area, warm hearth central
try, remodeling, porches,
Doors & Windows
410
gas heat/air, paddle tans
roofin
g, concrete driveVirly Underpinnung
carpeting, woodburning
Pubic
White
& Silver Roofs
ways, painting, maintestove manicured lawn
Sal*
Shingled Roofs
nance, etc Free estimates
Vans
Don't miss this one
Floor
Repair, Anchor
HAMMOND organ $600
489-2303
$69,950 MLS (3212) Hal 1985 DODG
ing, Decks, Room En
E Caravan
Antique pump organ Yard
Nance 759-1591 Profes- $1800 1989 Dodge
-Juni
or
closure
ANTE
, Carport
Thor
NNA repair and inn,
sale Thursday and Friday
Grand
sional Real Estate Inc
Caravan Air, AM/FM cas- stallation Replace or install
Ph. (502) 492-8488
Operator
8 3pm Cancel if rains
channel master antennas,
hwy. 641 S. Hazel
sette, ultra wheels $9800
NEW duplex 2br 2 baths
Lakeway
HILLTOP Home Must sell
Shores
Years Experience
Garage with auto opener
436-2263
3becIrm, lbath, attached 753-3632 nights, 753-4424 rotors, and amplifiers RanBest Prices
dell Beasley Buchanan
days
appliances plus microwave
garage 4 out buildings
specialiring in Septic
* Quality Results *
Tn
901-64
2-4077
furnished $450/mo 1yr
Fruit trees On Hale Rd
lank.. St-uer.. Filund•
1989 FORD Aerostar XL
lease Northwood Dr No
acres $25,000 negotiV6, auto, air, tilt, cruise, ANY remodeling, building,
Thum. Hauling. etc.
pets 753-2905
able 502 436-2010
MOWING, ROTO-TILLING
panting & roofing Free escassette, 7 passenger. 1
in-town only Will take hmtimates References
owner Immaculate $8900
NICE 1,2,3tx apartment
HOUSE in country on 1'4
ted number of small to
1615 Loch Lomond
435-4632
Furnished. near campus
acres 3bedrm lbath cen- 753-7527
medium size yards for '91
Wed., April 24
Also 1-3br house, 1 4br
tral gas/heat & air $28,500
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
GUTTERING By Sears season 753-0611
son
house WO hook-up Day
or first reasonable offer
7 am.-?
Factory trained by 3 major Sears residential and com9-5 753-6111, night
Used
489-2362
manufacturers Most parts mercial continuous gutters MOWING, trimming, weeLamps,
dishes,
753-0606
Trucks
in stock, on my truck All installed for your specifica- deating City or county No
exercise bike, furPRICE reduced on spa
work and parts warranted
tions Call Sears 753-2310 job to large or to small Call
1971 CHEVY LWB pickup
NOW available 1 br apart
cious, 3br house 1 bath
niture, old jewelry,
759-9708 day or night or
Ask
for
Andy
for
at
free estimate
The
Ap
auto
$600
rnent with paid utilities No
LWB toppe
dining room, kitchen utility
stereo, men & wo759-9505
plianc
e
Works
,
753-2
455
$50 4 radial tires $100
pets Lease'deposit reroom, shop and carport
G W CONSTRUCTION
mens clothes, lots
753-7925, leave message
quired near downtown
MR Chimney Chimney
Central HA $26.000 OBO
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Gerald
Walters roofing
of misc. items.
436-2755
Owner relocating
painting, vinyl siding all cleaner 492-8561
1973 FORD Ranger F-100 Kenmore, Westinghouse
492-8595 after 5pm
with topper Runs good, Whirlpool 30 years experi- kinds of remodeling Phone MURRAY Fence Co Chain
TAKING applications fpr
ence Bobby Hopper, 489-2267
new tires $750 759-1860
section 8 rent subsidized
link fence dog kennels, re436-5848
apartments 1 2 & 3 bed
sidential commercial Free
HADAWAY Construction
Redu
1974 INTERNATIONAL
ced
to
sell
rooms Apply Hilldale Apts
BACKHOE Service - ROY Home remodeling paint- estimates 753-9785 or
pickup $600 492-8364
3237 Sq. Ft.
Hardin
753-3254
Ky
or call
HILL Junior Thorn, opera- ing. wallpaper carpentry
3 STALL mechanic shop
502 437 4113 EHO
1982 JEEP CJ7, 1979 tor 30 years experi
Under Roof
floor covering No lob too PAINTING, remodeling
ence
,
1 5 acres natural gas, sep
New 4 BR home Large
Celebrity 17ft ski boat
Septic system, drive-ways small 753-4251
UNIVERSITY view condo tic tanks,
deck and landscape conwell water Utility
753-0810 after 7pm
family
room,
LR.
haulin
g,
founda
tions etc
style apartment 2br, cen- pole for mobile
HARDIN Painting 11:lesi- struction Free estimate
home Colkitchen/dining combinatral H/A, appliances, micro dwater
1985 CHEVY Suburban 759-4664
dental
or commercial Re- 436-2744
area 489-2932
tion, utility room, 3
Silverado 9 passenger, ex- BLOCK, brick, concre
wave $400 mo 753-8096
ferences on request For PLUMBING - Free
finte
estibaths, lots of closets,
BOB HALEY Real Estate
cellent condition Limited
753 2633
ishing_ Basements foot- free estimate call 437-4221 mates Afford
able rate
Sales and Appraisals
double garage, concrete
slip rear-end & tow pkg
ings, garages, drives, or 354-8985 20 years Same day
service All work
Roberts Realty 753-1651
753-8672
double driveway, Patio,
walks 30yrs experience experience
guaranteed 753-4200
or 489-2266
sidewalks, carpet, oak
1991 CHEVY S-10 4 3 V-6 13yrs in Murray area
753-5476 Charles Barnett HAULING yard work tree PLUMBING repairman with
parquet floors, range &
KOPPERUD REALTY ofloaded $9500 437-4020
removal mowing Free es
same day service Call
dishwa
sher,
fers
energy effia complete range of
2 BATHROOM 4 bedroom
BOAT DOCKS Over 20 bmates 759-1683
91
436-5255
S10
BLAZ
ER
4dr
Real Estate services with a
cient, large wooded lot
1623 Loch Lomond
years
of satisfied customers in
Stripped needs tran motor
HOUSE wife will clean your PROFESSIONAL lawn
$500imo plus deposit Col- wide selection of quality
parts, tires, wheels, back the building and repair albeit home or
489-21 26
home
office 436-2818
s,
all
care Mowing trimming,
eman RE 753 9898
prices
docks,
rails
and
lifts.
All
work
glass $9700 527-3512
Nights 489-2387
753-1222. toll tree
hauling landscaping Reaapprov
ed
by
TVA
INSUL
or
ATION Blown In By
Corps of
AVAILABLE May 4br 2 bath 1 800 251 HOME
sonable rates Satisfaction
91 S15 SONOMA 4 3 auto, Engineers. Former owner
Ext
of Sears TVA approved
brick, central HA ap 711L
air, ext. cab hit in right side
Twin Lakes Mooring. Call Save on those high heating guaranteed Free estipliances $500 mo depo
THREE
bedroom
$4500 527-3512.
Mark (Tony) Krimm at and cooling bills Call Sears mates 759-4440
3BR
17i
bath
on Broad 2br
sit Coleman RE 753-9898
1;4 bath. brick, excellent
354-8695 before Sam or after 753-2310 for free estimate
mobile home in Pine Bluff condit
QUALITY lawn mowing
ion on quiet street in
SMALL 2br house on treed Shores 3br
510
5pm for free estimates.
central H A
city
Centra
I
will mow yards and do with references 437-3046
l gas heat, living
lot near Jonathon Creek near lake 2br on
Ash St
BOGARD Paving Paving yardwork Superior service
room dining room. kitchen/
REMODELING and con354-6248
Cent:era
$8,000 Commercial propand sealing driveways and quality work and the best crete work Experience
utility room, large sunroom
and
erty in city Wilson Real
1978 BROUGHAM motor parking lots Over 20yrs prices in town 753-3665
paved driveway carport
references 759-9254
Estate 302 S
12th
home 24ft Good condition
experience Free estidetached garage or work
753-3263
$10,000 1989 Winnebago mates. 753-9552 or KITCHEN CABINET RE- ROCKY COLSON Home
shop fenced backyard
MODELING with wood Repair Roofing, siding,
437-4391
Lots of extras Call mini motor home, 2411
grain formica all colors
painting, plumbing, conloaded, 5xxx miles
753-1893, Chuck Foster
FOR Sale or Lease well
BREAKING and disking Free estimates Wulff s Re
crete Free estimates Call
$26,500 1988 Internaestablished grocery ,
gardens Yard landscaping covery. Murray 436-5560
474-2307
tional 3211 travel trailer
restaurant with Bar B-0 pit
480
and bushhogging
in Coldwater Serious inLike
new,
used 3 times
LAWN
Auto
MOWI
NG
Depen
ROGER Hudson rock hauld
436-5430
3BR 2 bath brick Large
$8500 753-4389 or
quiries only 4-89-2150
able person 753-7027
Services
ing, gr4vel sand, dirt, drivelivingroom with dining area
BUD'S WELDING SER753-5960
A LICENSED electrical way rock 753-4545,
Large kitchen with white NEW and used tires Key
VICE. EXPERIENCED
370
753-6763 759-1823
CAMP
Auto
Parts Hwy 121S
ER top for small 7am-6pm, Mon -Sat
contractor JAMES C GAL
painte
d
cabine
ts,
Genn-A
ir
Livestock
753-5500
LWB
pickup
LIMOR
ELECT
E
stove,
SEWI
RIC
Fiberg
Com
NG machine repair
lass.
20x28
492-8
family
419
room
& Supplies
Sliding front window $275
mercial and residential fast Kenneth Barnhill
with woodstove, lots of
BUILDER; new homes, courteous and efficient ser
Of30. 753-4359
10yr old Appaloosa geld- built-ins Shutters, wall753-2674
garages, additions, remod- vice 759-1835
ing 15H very gentle $850 paper and ceiling fans Nice
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
eling, framing, decks, paDay 753 1362 night tile patio Energy efficient
520
Removal. Insured with full_
tois, solar green houses, MOODY'S mower repair
_-753-3125
Walking distance to shopBoots
1967 FORD Custom 400
pole barns. Experienced Pickup and delivery All line of equipment including,
ping Quiet street Reaso&
Wore
JOHN Lyons Horse Train436-5269 after 5pm
work guaranteed
6011 aerial trucks arid brush
carpentry Thpp
nably priced
Call
ing Seminar April 30, 1991
14ft. SEMI-V aluminum 753-0563 after 5pm
753-56
chipper To assure a safer
68
753 2206
1976 CHRYSLER Cor
Murray State University
boat arid trailer, 40hp Johnoperation at a lower comdoba
MOWI
Good
NG
body,
BULLD
lands
motor
OZING
capin
g petitive cost Free
and back1 -800-877- 1302
son_ 436-2418.
BEAUTIFUL wooded lot transm
estiission 98xxxx ac
and
tree
hoe
work All odd lobs
work Call after 4pm,
mates without obligation
NEW saddles used sad- Oaks Estates Beck, with tual miles 1976 Cheverolet 16'9' HYDRASPORT. 354-8161
Big or small Free esti
Finan
cing
Day or Cite, 753-5484
dles, and other tack for cherry fireplace 3br/2 350 van 753-9673
115hp Manner, trolling mo- available
mates Good rates Have
baths Also modern
sale See or call Roger
re!arences 753-4254
tor,
ski
bar
436-2
420
TOTAL
after
lawn service Free
kitchen, carpeting, central 1979 BUICK LaSabre full
CARPET and vinyl repairs 753-2
Hudson
5pm
753-4545, gas
869
estimate 436-2744
size Attractive light blue
heatiair. 2-car garage
and
installation. Profes
759-1823
Lots of closets Washer/ Small V8 automatic with 1983 ASTROGLAS fish sional service. Glen Bobber
dryer included MLS (32011 cold air Fine condition
and ski 1811 boat and 759-1247, leave message
380
Hal Nance 753-7955 Pro- $1400 firm 513 Whitnell
trailer 200hp Johnson,
Pets
fessional Real Estate, Inc
Murray 759-4510 after New Eagle fish locator, CHIM Chloe Chimney
Service on all brands: window air conditioners
& Supplies
5pm
Johnson trolling motor. Sweeps has 10% senior citirefrigerators - freezers • washers - dryers
COMPLETELY remodeled
zen discounts. We sell chunVery good condition
microwaves - dishwashers - gas& electric ranges
ney caps and screens.
ADULT male Great Dane 2br 2 bath Large closets, 1979 FORD LTD very de- 753-2922
days, 753-5490
435-4191.
Black with white chest new cabinets and dis- pendable and reliable used after 6pm
Factory Authorized Repairv For
car Call after 3pm
Very gentle $75 Call hwasher All appliances
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
New carpet Large utility 753-3510
1988 20' SUNCRUISER CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
759-1808 leave message
room and half basement
pontoon, 60hp Johnson oil and Cooing Service Com1979 VOLVO 242DL 4
BEAUTIFUL AKC Regis Floored attic Quiet neigh*A11 Repairs Are Guaranteed
injection motor, power trim/ plete service on al central
tered Bassett puppies $75 borhood in town Priced in speed, blue runs great
bit, live well, trolling motor, cooling, all makes and
each 901 352 2416 after mid $30 s 753-6855 after 436-2174 evenings
gas grill, depth finder, cus- models Call Gary at
759-4754
6pm
6pm
1980 HONDA Prelude 5 tom made cover and trailer
$6500
753-4
364
speed air sunroof $1000
CUSTOM garden tilling
753-9778
1990 STARCRAFT 24ft. with Troy Bat reartne tiller
RN Are You Ready
pontoon deluxe, 1990 Mer- Small size garden $40 and
1980 MAZDA RX7 red air
For A Challenge?
cury 90hp, trailer, trolling up. 436-2003
$1350 753-9710
motor 12/24 foot control, 2 DAVIDSON Roofing New
The opportunity is available in a 3-11 facility
1981 CHEVY Citation fishing seats,
grill, AM/FM roots and repairs Tear offs
supervisor position at Westview. Three years
33xxx actual miles V-6 cassette, full furnitu
re. Al and re-roots Written guarnursing experience required Previous experiauto, ps/pb. ac 753-3742
new condition 436-5684
antee Local references
ence in long term care or management de1985 OLDSMOBILE Ca
sired Good benefits. Most weekends off
GOOD selection of used 753-51312
lam Blue 2 door loaded
boats, motors, trailers, pon- LICENSED for electri
Salary negotiable
c.
61,000 miles $3750 Call toons, RV's Fishin
g boats gas, refrigeration InstallaContact Jane Houghton, Director of Nursing
759-4808 after 6pm
tufty rigged, ski ngs, sail- tion and repair Free
esti753-1304
boat, salvage parts. Al sr- mates. 753-7203
1987 HONDA Prelude
vice
Westview Nursing Home
work
guaranteed
Power sunroof AM/FM
Check our prices Wayne FENCE sales at Sears
1401 S. 16th St. • Murray, Ky.
cassette
air
Day
now Call Sears 753-2310
753-5500,evenings Darnel Marine Repair, 1
for free estimate for your
mile
from
Murray
on
94E.
753-3813
needs
753-0079
1987 OLDSMOBILE Delta
GENE
RAL office and
NISSAN Shp outboard rno88 Fully equipped 90,000
house cleaning Refertor
and
Sears
30Ib
thrust
miles Must sell Excellent
trolling motor with battery ences supplied 753-4897
condition
$ 5 6 00
extras Forst $675 buys GENERAL Repair plumb
and
753-5211
If you need any form of Life
both motors 753-9818
mg, roofing, tree work
1988 WHITE Firebird fully
Insurance, IRA, Major Medical,
436-2642
loaded t-tops, new tires
530
Medicare Supplement or Nursing
GRAVEL, dirt sand white
Low mileage 492-8500 afServices
rock, and all type hauling
ter 4pm
Home Insurance just give us a call.
Offered
Call Kenney Travis
We will check with several
1990 GRAND AM, 2dr One
759-1039
Al
TREE
Service Stump
owner, white, 18xxx miles
companies to give you the best
removal and spraying Free McKINNEY Bookkeeping
Auto, tilt. cruise. AM./FM
possible rate and benefits and
estimates 753-0906 after service now taking new
cassette, sport wheels
5pm 759-9816, 753-0495 clients 759-4173
Would consider trade
deliver the information to you at
753-6015 or 753-8648
your home. If you deci

Carport
Sale

753-5341 or 753-1270

ikeele-Allbritten, Inc.

Services
Offered

T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance Plumbing and
Electrical Cleaning
Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office
753-0606 after 5pm

WILLIAMS Concrete Finishing Service centrally located to serve Calloway,
Graves, McCracken Marshall, Trigg and Chi sban
Counties Low prices Free
estimates 354 9397

TREE trimming, topping.
removal at a lower rximpety
bye cost Call 753-7931
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center cleaning
servicing $15, most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street
Almo, Open 9-12 1-5
Mon -Fri . 9-2pm Sat
753-0530
WILL bushhog and do
blade work Reasonable
prices 492-8722

(502) 759-4664

1 APPLIANCE REPAIR

Services
Offered

WILL mow Lawns and do
other lawn work 436-2528
VV'LL mow yards Reasonabe rates Free estimates
No job to large or to small
474-2300
WILL mow yards 436-5269
after 5pm
YARD Work Mowing, trimming, odd lobs of any kind
Free estimates 753-8463

WILL do plumbing All guaranteed 435-4169
WILL do yard work and odd
sobs of any kind No lob too
small 759-4401

FREE puppies 436 2507
after 5pm

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABI NE TS
C USTOM WOODW OR KING
All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

-Drop by & see our showroom
409 SUNBURY MURRAY (Bernd Bunny B,eac/,
753-ScNC

PICTURESQUE SETTING
Four bedroom residence with large master
baths, central heat and au, 2-car garage withbedroom, 2
automa
opener. Located a short distance from Murray tic
Statc
University. Mid 550's. \lLS 2668

Kopperud Realty

711 Main St.

753-1222

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR:
The Housing Authority of Fulton.
Kentucky is accepting applicants to
fill the position of Executive Director. This position will be responsible
for the administration of the Housing
Authority's 220 unit complex and
will work at the direction of the
Housing Authority Board of Commissioners, appointed by the
Mayor. Requirements of the position are,(1) a degree from a college
or university in Business Administration, Political Science or a
closely related field or (2) at least
five years of management administration or any equivalent combination of training and experience
which provides the required knowledge, skills and abilities. Salary
depending upon qualifications.
Send detailed resume by April 30th
to: Chairman, Housing Authority of
Fulton, 200 North Highland Drive.
Fulton, Kentucky, 42041.
7/1e

Sousing

ci culler a ir Ewa Otverusti Erntioyer

WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS!

Now that we are entering, our "garage sale sea
son," we
want you to be informed on our policies.

de td buy a
policy from us, wg also give you
free claim service.
Our office is in Hopkinsville Fed.
Savings Bldg., 7th & Main, but
when you need service, all you
have to do is call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

CAR Stereo lastallsiloa
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center, I block from MSU
dorms.

Smith
Masonry

We do work 2 days in advance to bett
er
Deadlines are 3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. and 10 a.m. serve you.
Yard sales do have to be paid in advance on Saturday.
and are $7.50
per day.

Block, brick, stone, complete foundation, concrete work, sidewalks & patios covered with
brick.

For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by

PUNCH 45 $225 15th Anniversary Special! Sunset
Blvd. Music Murray's
Rockford-Fosgate authorized
dealer. Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 753-0113.

15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
Call 527-8275 or 489-2149
For A Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work.

1990 GRAND Am 5000
miles loaded $9500 Call
after 5pm, 753-8778
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William Wayne (Bear) Vickrey
William Wayne (Bear) Vickrey.
13. Princeton, died Friday at 8 p.m.
in San Diego. Calif.
A truck driver for Paschall Truck
Lines. Murray. he was a member of
Highland Baptist Church,
PTInceton.

He is surviyed by his wife, Mrs.
Patricia Thurman Vickrey, one
.daughter, Sara Jane Vickrey, one
son. William Tyler Vickrey, his
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Billy Vickrey. one sister. Mrs. Melinda Baker. two brothers. Bobby Ray Vickrey and Will Ed Viekrey, and his
grandmother. Mrs. Mary Lou Jackson.
of Princeton, several aunts.
and cousins.

g

Pitching in
Mrs. Johnnie

The funeral will be Wednesday
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Morgan
Funeral Home, Princeton. The Rey.
Bob Williams and the Rev. Roy
Marquess will officiate.
Burial will follow in Princeton
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today (Tuesday).

Sins
Mrs. Johnnie Sirls, 81, Rt. 5.
Benton, died Monday at 10:52 a.r7
at Marshall County Hospita..
Benton.
Born Aug. 8, 1909. she was the
daughter of the. late Ruben Ross
and Alice Ross.
Mrs. Sins is survived by her
husband, Homer Sirls: three sisters.
Mrs. Jo Aline Price. Rt. 10, Benton. Mrs. Essie Johnson. Benton.
and Mrs. Lala Walker. Alton,

Hassel
Windsor

The funeral for Hassel Windsor
is today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Also surviving are 11 grandchilMiller Funeral Home of Murray. dren and 16 great-grandchildren.
The Rev. L.E. Moore, the Rev. Jim
The funeral will be Wednesda‘
Lawson and the Rev. R.J. Burpoe
at
11 a.m. in the chapel of COHIC
- are officiating. Denise Windsor is
Funeral Home. Benton. Dr. C
pianist.
The Murray -Calloway County Board of Realtors and their affiliat
Morrow will officiate
es met Saturday afternoon to prepare
Active pallbearers are Billy Murlandscaping around the Georg,e Weaks Community Center. Nlaterials for
the
Burial will follow n
dock. Ray Murdock. J.D. Waldrop.
Hoffman's Nursery. Rolling Hills Nursery, Shirley's Florist, Murray Vocatio project were proyided by
nal School and the Calloway
Ridge Cemetery.
Michael Keel, Jesse Anderson and
Counts Road Department. The landscaping plans were designed by Ann
Ue rites for Mrs. Olia
Williams. Joan and Jim Vaughan
Friends may call at the
r
Fred
iT:
Doughty
,
ri
f
,
ad
.
planted
No trees at the center in memory of their son. David, who was killed in
•uss.ter were to0ay at 11:30
a traffic accident last
home after 2 p.m. tcxt.:‘
Honorary pallbearers are Johnny.
year.
*.4
City Cellietery. The
west. Eddie Hall. Buddy Windsor.
C.17 and the Rev. R.I.
Freddy Windsor. Glen Windsor,
c:'..- iated. Music was by
l)lane lainkk and Mark Schecter. Donnie Windsor. Vester Windsor
'T)C CrS were Glen Outland. and Dale Windsor. all nephews.
Burial will follow in Story's
Join T. Lassiter. James
Chapel Cemetery.
7.: .'h.n Parker and David
ANKARA, Turkey (AP) — The
Yet some Turks are questioning
Mr. Windsor. 83, Rt. 1. Hazel,
government of Turkey is a driving the wisdom of establishing a
Cnaren.11 Funeral Home died Sunday at 2:28 p.m. at
force behind the U.S. plan to set up 1,000-square-mile haven for KurdMurray-Calloway County Hospital.
charge of arrangements.
Kurdish refugee camps just across ish refugees so close to Turkey's
Survivo
rs
are
his
wife.
Mrs.
:_assiter, 96. Rt. 4. Murray.
the border in northern Iraq.
own restive Kurdish region.
Sanday at 5:40 p.m. at Beauton Simpson Windsor: one
It is wary of its own Kurdish
daughter. Ms. Georgia Arnett. three
.4 ay County Hospital.
problem and of getting stuck shoulAnything resembling a seminulade one daughter. grandchildren, Cartia Brown and
dering the cost of caring for the autonomous Kurdish state, they
Smith and husband, husband. Keith, Kevin Chambers
hundreds of thousands who have argue, might provide a dangerous
. 4. Murray: a daughter- and Robert Arnett. and three greatprecedent for Turkish Kurds.
besieged its borders.
V.-, Marjorie Lassiter, grandchildren. Daniel Chambers.
•
1••••,• granddaughters, Ms. Dustin Chambers and Tara Van
Horn, all of Rt. 1, Hazel: two sisHogancarnr. Murray. and
ters,
Mrs. Anna Owen and Mrs.
Tadlock, Little
•
A7k.: three
great - Lottie Hall, Murray: one brother.
Kimberly Tadlock. Cecil Jones Windsor and wife.
Life Insurance
..arnan and Eric Hogan- Maxine. Buchanan. Tenn.
Level Term - Universal Life
:
Mrs. Tennessee
Whole Life
three sisters-in.FREE Help in Claim Filing For All My Ci.ents
E.sie Parker and NI:s.
Nlumay. and Mrs.
a a.m.-8 p.m.
OA ensboro.
Finalists for "Secretary of the Year- arc from left I I.isa Hill. Rhonda
Rogers. Pat Hutson and Sharion Bailey. 1 he 1991 Secretary of the
Are your loved ones protected financially if
Services for Lloyd C. Lester Sr.
Year %ill be announced tonight at the 1- xexuti‘e Night Banquet at the
you died today?
were today at 10 a.m. in the chapel (urns Center. The banquet %Yin he the s
c%ent for Secretaries
of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. ‘Neek.
The Rev. Jerry Norsv.orthy officiated.
Music was by Curt
as
9:00 •14•1
Simmons.
he best possible price
Pallbearers were Mike Bakefor the best possible
John Baker Jr.. Ror-ie Jenkins.
hearing aid
lenkIns. Bill Jenkins.
The Marray Fire Dc7.7,7
) Robert Butts.
Wayne Milzarek. responded to •gislructuref.re ..
292".-2
x0,0414,4V4...
Charles Burkeen and Mike
Northwood Drive around
Holbrook.
Licensed Audiologist
p.m. Monday. according
4511 48 :‘
Burial rites will be today at 3,
16,: -•
•,-;•01ce
Physician on premises
15013: 7 p.m. at Hayti Cemetery at Hayti.
The zu:-.
759 48/5
5a1 8 • / Mo.
was
:„..
••77-,
,
30,:
300
South
g j
8th
Street • Suite 304
Mr. Lester-- Sr.. 73, New -Con- yai but -no- lire -43.as
g - 4
•Murrav
cord.
A
died
:7,)*.
Sunday at 1:25 a.m. at
been el on na: •
41
Murray
-Callow
'
ay
County
Hospita
l.
r
Cr.a7r..t,
Survivors are his wife. Mrs. PauH •1,t 13- ••
line Jenkins Lester: two sons, Billy :o a si
;he .•,,o,L
Arnold Lester and Clinton Lester
.7„.1 the hazard rento‘
Jr. and wife. Linda. all of New. Exhaas: ln Were '6• Ned,. to c,ear
Concord..
rcT-irLs.

Mrs. Olia
Parker Lassiter

'Secretary of the Year' finalists

Turkey driving force behind U.S.
plan to set up Kurdish refugee camps
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Lloyd C.

753-7890

Lou V. McGary

Lester Sr.
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Fireman respond
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Purdom Furniture

Final rite
for Mrs,: Mattie
Downs Heath were Monday at
10:30 air,
APRIL
:he chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rey.
Roy Gibson and the Rev. Charles
Anderson of.nciated. Mrs. Oneida
White was organist and soloist.
Pallbearers were James Heath.
As Low As
Perry Hendon. James McKinney.
Trellis McCuiston. Hoyt Roberts
71.
1415,
atid Jesse McKinney.
Burial
Hicks Cemetery.
Many Styles
Low,
Mrs. Heath. 96. Rt. 5, Murray,
•t
..
To
Choose From
Low
Prices
died Saturday at 7:15 a.m. at West
View Narsing Home. Murray.
Mrs. Heath is survived by two
daughters. Mrs. Odessa McKinney
and husband. James, Rt. 5, Murray.
and Mrs. Velma Hendon and husband, Perry„ 804 Sha-Wa Circle.
MI•Pl'ay: two sons. Clarence W.
AS LOW AS
Heath and wife. Opal. Lone Oak.
and lames Heath and wife. Pat.
Melvindale. Mich.: one sister. Mrs. = Si 9995
Ora Joyce. Paris, Tenn.; one
brother, Luster Downs. Almo; five
grandchildren; six greatgrandchildren.
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See Myers First
Full Line Building Materials Center

HURRY IN! QUANTITIES LIMITED
UPHOLSTERY CENTER
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To help you
select a new or
better used car
or truck see...

• J

Charles Jenkins

‘‘4•°.".-1118
%.

See Our Great Selection of
Sofas, Chairs, Loveseats
and Recliners

1

Recliners
As Low As

'99

LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC•

500 S. 4th St. 753-6450

MasterCard • VISA • Discover • Layaways
Mon.-Fri. 9-5; Sat. 9:30-3

Open: Mon.-Frl. 7-5; Sat. 8-12

OM.=

202 S. 5TH ST., MURRAY • 753-4872
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CHOOLS
:':tiOGRA24
The Calloway County Schools will offer a preschool progra
four-year-old children at Southwest Calloway Elementary, m for
North
Calloway Elementary, and East Calloway Elementary.
The new half-day preschool program is free ofcharge to par
ents and
is designed to help young children become better prepared
for success
in school.
• The Calloway County Board of Education members think
this is a
great program that will help more of our children get a goo
d start in
school. Every eligible child should enroll.
The program features activities which help children
develop
physical, mental and social skills they need for success in
primary
school.
O The children will be closely supervised. There will be one adu
lt for
each 10 children in the program.
e

Food and transportation will be provided daily.

O Parent participation and frequent visitation will be encourage
d.The
Calloway County School System believes education should
be a
partnership among parents, teachers and children.
While all children who will be four before October 1 will be eligible
to
attend, preference in enrollment will be given to children who qual
ify
for participation in the district's school food service progra
m.
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Family Size
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
For Each
Additional Family
Member Add

Weekly
166
222
279
335
392
448
505
561
+57

Income Guidelines For Free Meals
Monthly
Yearly
718
8,606
962
11,544
1,207
14,482
1,452
17,420
1,697
20,358
1,942
23,296
2,187
26,234
2,431
29,172
+245

+2,938

East Calloway Elementary
Tuesday, April 30, 1991
Hours 1-7 p.m.
753-9972

•
4.

1•'••

Southwest Calloway Elementary
Wednesday, May 1, 1991
Hours 1-7 p.m.
753-5843
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North Calloway Elementary
Thursday, May 2, 1991
Hours 1-7 p.m.
753-9776
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The Calloway County School System will expand its program for 3, 4, and 5 year old
handicapped children beginning in August. The
program will focus on children who need assistance in the development of language, motor,
social,self-help, or cognitive skills. The program
will be conducted at the Calloway County
Elementary Centers and will run August, 1991,
through May, 1992. The program will emphasize parental involvement and participation.

RAM ELIGIBILI

-Does
1.
-Is urn
point

-- Children who are residents of the
Calloway County School District.

-Does
3.
-Does
w1.
you I

-- Children who are the ages of three
through five years of age.

-Does
"toda

--Children who will be three years of age
during the 1991-92 school year.
.04

-,4-•••.\ •

-- Children who are delayed in one or
more of the following areas: communication, motor, social and emotional,
self-help,and/or the ability to think and
reason.
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The following early warning signals are some of the
more common indications that a problem may exist.
If for any reason you suspect that your child may
have special needs, we urge you to call about this
preschool program.

-PLAYING

HEARING

SLEKINC,

--Does not play games such as
waving bye-bye, peak-a-boo,
pattycake by age 1.

--Does not turn to face the source
of strange sounds or voices by
six months of age.

—Is often unable to locate and pick
up small objects which have
been dropped.

--Does not imitate parents doing
routine household chores by age
2.

—Has earaches or running ears
--Talks in an unusally loud voice.

--Frequently rubs eyes or complains that eyes hurt.

--Does not respond when you call
from another room

--Has reddened, watTing eyes or
encrusted eyelids.

--Turns the same ear toward a
sound he/she wishes to hear.

--Holds head in a strained or
awkward position (tilt heads to
either side -- thrusts head forward or backward) when trying
to look at a particular person or
object.

--Does not enjoy playing alone
with toys, pots and pans, sand,
etc. by age 3.
--Does not play group games such
as hide-and-seek, tag-ball, etc.
with other children by age 4.
--Does not share and take turns by
age 5.

--Sometimes or always crosses
one or both eyes.

TALKING
THINKING

—Does not react to his/her own name when called by age
• 1.
—Is unable to identify hair,eyes,ears,nose and mouth by
pointing to them by age 2.
—Does not understand simple stories told or read by age
3.
--Does not give reasonable answers to such questions as
'What do you do when you are sleepy?" or "What do
you do when you are hungry?" by age 4.
—Does not seem to understand the meaning of the words
"today," "tomorrow," "yesterday" by age 5

--Cannot say "Mama" and "Dada" by age 1.
--Cannot say the names of a few toys and people by age 2.
--Cannot repeat common rhymes or TV jingles by age 3.
—Is not talking in short sentences by age 4.
--Is not understood by people outside the family by age 5.

\10V INC;
--Is unable to sit up without support by age 1.
--Cannot walk without help by age 2
--Does not walk up and down steps by age 3.
—Is unable to balance on one foot for a short time by age 4.
—Cannot throw a ball overhand and catch a large ball
bounced to him/her by age 5.
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If you have questions or
need additional information,
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To register your child for the three or four year old
program
parents need to bring the following information:
• A copy of legal birth certificate
• A Kentucky Certificate of Immunization
•A social security number
•Income verification (check stubs, tax forms, etc.)
If these items are not available information card
s will be
available during registration for obtaining th
e required
documents.
East, April 30
Southwest, May 1
North, May 2

Calloway County Schools
Dr. Jack D. Rose, Superintendent

Board of Education Members:
Wayne Blackford
Ray Dunn

T.C. Hargrove
Robert W. McDaniel
Rick Murdock, Chairman

.•-•••

•

P.O. Box 800
Murray, KY 42071
753-3033
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